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Love Feast In Duke City A Grand
Affair Participated In By Republicans From The State.

Pumpkins
Weigh 68

C Wilson

The sale of the Cimarron Drug
company was postpoued on Tuesday for a period of thirty days by
the assignee Ernst Ruth of Raton.
It has not been learned what rea- sons were given for the postponement but presumably it wat to affect an amicable settlement between creditors and those interest-

Francis C. Wilson Progressive
candidate for congress, will speak
t the Athletic Hall, this evening,
00 prngressivism. Mr. Wilson is
a brilliant orator and undoubtedly
will bave .1 good sized audience to
lecturt to. The Progressiva party
make.' it an especial effort to cater
to the Indies during this campaign
ed in the firm.
hoping thereby to influence the
The sale will now be held on Oc. voters and gain prestige throughtober 20, which is thirty days alter out thi state, for the tribe of pathe advertised date of September tient rufferers.

Will Store Water

ized mainly for stock feeding purposes, but their flavor is inch that
they make delicious pies. Steadily this section is becoming known
to the outside world for its wonderful productivity and sooner or later will be the most prosperous

farming community

in

the

south- -

Dawson Mines

County Fair
The Cimarron Boy Scout Band
went to Springer, Saturday to fur
nish muic during the day at the
county fair. The trip was made
in Swearingcu'e utility truel in record time, but when the time came
to return some needed repairs necessitated the musicians to remain
until the following day. The fair
was well attended by people from
practically all over the county and
the exhibits are reported to have
been very good. The weather during the day was ideal.

Convention Plans

At Her Home

e

fit-Id-s

5,000 Pounds Of
Spuds To The Acre.

In This City

1

What is beyond doubt th
est yield of spuds in the state is
now being ploughed up in the
reno Vallev on the Martin Buckovc
farm, in the garden spot of all the
southwest. The spud crop covers
an area of approximately 9 acres
and the net yield per acre is more
tnl10 15,000 pounds.
Notwithstanding the fact thai all
the land planted to scuds is orac- tically virgin soil, the spud crop
has shown a remarkable gain over
preceding years, and much of ihe
success of the crop is attributed to
scientific soil culture, wherein lies
the success or failure of profitable
farming.
These spuds are of a late variety
samples of which have been sent
to the fair at Raton) and to the
State Fair at Albuquerque, where
they will be displayed elaborately
for exhibits.
Turnips, sonso of which weighed
over 41-pounds each, have also
been gro vn on the Buckovc farm
this summer, and the flavor excels
turnips grown in the east, where
they become rank and bitter at a
certain sire. Mangol roete, used
for feeding cattle and swine, grew
to a profusion this year, and other
garden crops did fully as well, and
specimens of each kind constitute
a most beautiful display at the
fair. The Moreno Valley, this
year more than ever, will undoubtedly carry away many prizes.
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The Raton Range last Saturday

3

$it,-000,00-

Sunday School

Full Capacity Mrs. Vigil Passes

Going Up

To Fair;

came oat with a sixteen page ediDam This Winter tion in four sections, in commemoration of the Northern New Mexico Fair held at Raton the last four
The Elephant Butte Dam in the days of this week, which was not
southt rn part of the state will be not only a credit to that institution
far enough completed by the gov- but to the whole of Colfax county.
ernment that water will be stored The entire number was well filled
the coming winter and spring be- with timely topics of news and also
hind the gigantic dam. The dam advertisements of merchants.
is constructed of solid concrete 70
It is no easy task to publish a
miles north of Las Cruces, but the large paper and seldom dr the pub
land is in the Rincón Mesilla val- lishers derive enough remuneration
leys in the southern part of the therefrom to pay for the additional
state and will total about 185,000 labor and material which it takes
acrt'e. tuscep ible td irrigation when to make it possible. The Range
the project is completed. The es- is to be commended lor doing tnat
excellent piece of work.
timated cost of the project is

Not Working

Shoes Are

Beautiful Exhibit Of Products Taken

I UUllollVU

Behind Government
Music At The

COLFAX

Crops In Moreno Valley

v

Scoot Band Made
Pumpkins of colossal growth and
size were brought to Cimarron a
few days ago by Narciso Valdpz,
that were grown on bis farm below
the C. S. Ranch on the Cimarron
River, some ol which weighed 68
pounds. The pumpkins are util-

OF

Spuds Yield Large

Here Tonight

Postponed

NO.

KINGDOM

Will Speak

Pounds Each

The coal mines at Dawson are
working only about one half the
regular force of miners at the pres
ent time it 11: learned. 1 he closing
down of operations to a certain extent is due to the lack of demand
for copper in European countries.
people who own
The Phelps-Dodgare also
the Dawson coal
large operators of copper mines in
The European war is making it the southern part of the state and
self felt in the shoe industry. Lo- Arizona, where practically the encal shoe dealers say that they have tire output of coal at Dawson is
been notified by the manufacturers consumed in the smelters. The
of a raise of from five to ten cents copper mines are not working their
a pair upon footgear, and there is full capacities and less coal is conno telling how long prices will con- sumed causing the throwing out of
tinué to go up. The person who employment a large lamber of coal
has old shoes repaired will notice miners.
an advance in prices before long,
as leather is going upward as fast
It is now time to commence
as the article manufactured therethinking
about that Thanksgiving
from.
in the event it is not
turkey,
and
Most of the Cimarron merchants
a barn yard rooster
menu,
on
the
who handle shoes bad their fail and
up
to
will
come
the occasion fully
winter orders in betore the war
well.
as
prices were projected upon the
country, and have not been oblig
The
ed to raise retail prices.
merchants bave been bit frequent
'g.
ly by raises in wholesale prices and
have become accustomed to seeing
their profits diminish. If the war
continues fq long, the public will
be obliged to stand a considerable
advance in shoes, is the prediction

The sweet innocent children were
playing house. Mamma and Papa
scarcely less innocent, were watching them. "I'll be papa," s'aid
little Bob. "I'll be the new nurse"
broke in Eriie, "and when you try
to kiss me bobby, I'll catch your
face and sav I'll tell mamma."

THE

39.

Prices On

Saddles, harness and other articles
made of leather will go up as well.

F.

Drug Store

Banquet, October 5

State Chairman Ralph C. Ely
and Land Commissioner Robert
Ervain of Santa Pe, were pleasant
visitors a few hours in Cimarron,
Tuesday morning. These gentlemen were here in the interests of
politics and came direct from Maxwell where they heH a nice meeting Monday evening. They motored to Taos from this city to be
present on Wednesday at the San
Gerónimo fiesta and to renew old
acquaintance.
Mr. Ely is planning a big
banquet in the Duke City,
for the evening of October 5, to
which all young men in the state
are cordially invited, especially
those who are affiliated with the
Republican party.
Through the
means of this banquet it is hoped
to make the party the strongest in
the state, not only from a voting
point but also from the point that
it will actually develop the slate at
at a rapid rate.
The date is well chosen as many
Republicans from this section wilt
attend the state (air during the
week and also arrive in time to
participate in the
banquet. The railroad fair has
been reduced and tins will add interest lor this occasion which will
be the greatest banquet of the kind
ever held in the state.

TO

Sale Of The

Get-To-Get-

I. 1914.

Fully Completed

ron y de Cimarron Para Segunda,
Alli contrajo matrimoColorado.
nio con el Señor Genoveva Vigil
ya finado, de cuyo matrimonio le
sebreviven o bijas Josefiera V. Barela y Ray tos V, Aragón. Vivió
en Apisipa, en Torres, Colo., en
Vigif, N. M , y de alli para Raton,
donde murió su esposa en Nov. de

French Major

1904.
Aunque con su salud algún tanto
se dedico al comercio
quebrantada
complete for the semi-annuconMrs. Rafaelita C. Vigal, one of vention of the District Sunday desde esa. fecha, la fortuna le exthe oldest and most respected School a''ociation to be held at the tendió su mano, y le participo con
pioneers of this section died at the Tolby Memorial church next Sun- sus abundancias, trabajo energeci-ment- e
home of her daughter, Mrs. Can-did- day. Large delegations are excon ahinco, basta que en
Barela, Wednesday of last pected from Miami and Springer Febrera de 19 14. Todo se tras
week, at 8 p. m., after an illness and unless something unprecedenttorno, sus negocios se paralizaron,
of several months, at the age of 58 ed takes place the convention will y su salud cormenzo a defelear y a
years.
be the most noteworthy
gathering fallar mas y mas, hasta que se vio
The funeral services were held in the history of the association. obligada a cerras sus negocios por
on Thursday alternoon at the The Boy Scout Band will furnish completo.
Uarela home in this city, and in the music during the day,
De alli se vino con su hijo polit
terment was in Mountain View cem
ico el Señor Barela pasa hacear su
etery. Mrs. VigM is survived by
residencia con el, cuando vino el
several children, all growo to
fin el resultado fatal.
RAFAELITA VIGIL
man and womanhood, acd reside
Exbado su ultimo aliento de vi
most in this vicinity.
da el dia 33 de Sept. de 1014 en
La Señora Vigil pasa a mejor vi Cimarron, N. M., a la edad de 58
The deceased was beloved highda, Nació en la cueva Condado de anos, 6 mesas y 3 dias, deja para
ly among the Spanish-Americapeople who held her in high Mora, N. M-- , sus padres fueron lamentar su eterna separación a
esteem, and who will mourn her Mariano Cruz y Chatita G. Cruz; Josefina V. Barela, su Yerna, Can
de alli se trasladaron para Cimar- - dido Barela, Evangelina, Teresi-nloss immensly,"
Estela, Ernestina, Teodora, y
orcelia Barela todos nietos.
Rayitos V. Aragón bija, su es
BbW
&jKBBt
jPmsom,
.
poso
J. J. Arsgon, Virgilio, Enri
A Bssaaw
to
queta, Amalia, Lucisita, Ester,
Benjamin, Genovevo, Ernesto uie
tos.
Ademas muchos sobrinos y so
brinas q hermanas que residen en

Plans and preparations are now

o

n

a.

Dies Gallant

Death In War
Angouleme
via Bordeaux,
Sept. 34. The family of Major C.
Dupont of the it tiller y has receiv
ed news of bis gallant death in a
recent action. With a regiment of
700 men strong he received orders
to take a position in a meadow near
a town.

There was a dense fog at the
time, through which ominous
rumblings were heard, but Major
Dupont's instructions were urgen.,
All his men stood at their posts,
waiting. Suddenly the fog lifted
and revealed a company of German
s
within 1,500 yards of
the French position. In a few
seconds all except two officers and
thirty men had fallen before the
storm of shot. Major Dupont was
among those unscathed. The
German captain approached and
asked tor his surrender. But Ma
jor Dupont declined to yield. He
sprang to a gun behind which Lis
gunners lay dead and trained it
upon 'he enemy, but before he
could fire a bullet stretched him
across the gun, mortally wounded.
quick-firer-

Segundo, Coto., La Señora Vigil
era una Señora Verda duamente
Cristiana, y mantenía una Fe viva
que Cristo era su único salvador,
y que tenia gusto que se Negara el
Major Dupont is a nephew to the
dia para descensar en paz. Con
un cora de Angeles y glorificar a late Henry Lambert of this city,
and a cousin to the Lambert boys.
Dios a su lada.
Owing to the close kinship the
Frank Gumm, roadmaster, was preceding story is of much interest
a Uie Park visitor, Monday.
to local people.

MEWS

CIMARRON

ALLIES MAKE SHORT GAIN

Tslng Tao, In
province of Ki
have 80,000 tro

BATTLE OF AISNE
Push UermanH Farther Northward After Sixteen
Day of Fighting Along Aisne River, But
Is IndeelslTe Koth Sides HeaTlly
Hc-Keft-

He-enfor-

Losses Enormous.

ced

SLAVS BESIEGE
They Surround Cracow, Strategic Point, and Send
Columns Into Silesia
Against Teutons.

MORE

NAVAL

ACTION

Kaiser s Submarine Slnka Three Brit
tah Cruisers and Kill. 1,400
Man Germans and Aus--t

riant

ult

French British received nearly
000 fresh men, and the
are
reported to hare recelv id nearly as
many. Now the fighting is much
morn vigorous, and military men expect a decisiva turn In the battle within a tew days.
Slave and Serbs Winning.
The Russians, with a mllliqp men,
are pounding the Austrian and Germana and advancing slowly southward
in Austria and westward in Prussia
and Silesia, They continue to hoM
the eastern Austrian cities of lamberá; and Czernowlts, together with a
number of smaller cltiea in northern
Austria, and they besiege the fortified
city of Cracow, near the Austro-Russ- boundary Juncture. The
nbtvH also have a strong foothold In
Prussia, near Konlgsberg. and In Silesia, near Breslau.
The Servians have succeeded In taking the city of Sarajevo, in southern
Austria, where the assassination of
Archduke Ferdinand and his wife was
aii indirect cause of the war. The
are working northeastwardly through
Bosnia Into Croatia and Slavonla, a.'
southern Austria provinces.
n

Leaa, Too.

Summary of Events.")
The battle of the Aisne river, in
north central France, which the
each
Germana and French-lJritismore than a million strong, have
been fighting since September 12,
is yet indecisive. So far as military experts can see, neither side
has gained an appreciable advantage, though both have suffered
enormous loases.
Pursued from the suburbs of
Paris and from the battlefield of
the Marne river, northeast of
Paris, the German right wing, under Gen. Von Kim U. entrenched
on the north side of the Aisne
river from the town of
on the Oise river about
eighty miles northwest of Paris,
to the famous old city of Rhiems.
Then it embattled its heavy artillery in the foothills of the Ardennes mountains north of Rheiuis.
Thus firmly placed, the Germans have withstood the continual infantry and artillery asThey have lost only
saults.
sbout fifteen miles of ground
aince the battle began. The Allies,
under Gen. French and Gen. Jof-frarc making a siege of the
struggle, and they expect this to
be one of the deciding battles of
the war.

More Naval Activity.

first-clas-

Gom-picgn-

e,

Decisive Turn Soon.
The German left wing, extending
eastward from Rhelms to Verduu,
near the Al sacian border and thence
border to
along the French-Germathe Swiss boundary Une, has been
more offensive In Its operations than
ban the right wing. The fortifications
around Verdun have been almost con
etantly assaulted with Kropp guns of
the heaviest type, but they have held
out.
For a time, say from the eighth to
the fourteenth day of the battle of the
Alane, the fighting was simply an artillery duel. The infantry of both
side lay low during the day and assaulted only at night. This was so
exhausting that the infantry activities became decidedly weak.
The thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth days of fighting, however, saw
the strengthening of both armies
The
with heavy
n

SCOTCH

Fourteen hundred seamen, including
sixty officers, were killed, about September 22, when a German submarine
s
torpedo boat blew up the British
cruisers Abouktr, Hogue and
Creasy, In the North Sea. The Eng
lish now have 200 war vessels In
these waters.
The British cruiser Pegasus was
sunk by the German cruUer Konlgsberg In the harbor of Zanzibar, South
Africa, recently.
The Russian cruiser Bayan sunk a
small German cruiser and two torpedo
boats which were laying mines in the
Bsltlc sea.
Three Austrian torpedo boats were
sunk by mines In the Adriatic sea,
September 24.
Xewa was given out officially, September 26, that I.issa, the Austrian
Island naval base and garrison In the
Adriatic, was bombarded and captured
by a French Beet, September 19.
Troops later landed from the warships
and hoisted the French and British
flags over the forts.
Aeroplanes Drop Bombs.
There appears to have been more
aircraft activity during the last seven
days than ever before in a conflict.
A fleet of British aeroplanes dropped
bombs on the Zeppelin airship sheds
at Cologne, Germany. Belgians and
French aircraft have dropped bombs
upon German towns along the border,
and the Germans have dropped exolo-siv- e
shells on Ostend, Belgium, snd
at Amiens, France. No serlo1: damage was done at any place.
Rome reports that Austria Is massing troops along the Italian border
and Intends to luvade Italy. Further
reports from the same source say Germany
asked permission to move
troops across Swiss territory, but was
refused; and that the Swiss asked
Italy to support them.
Italy Flirts With War,
Italy has practically completed the
mobilization of her troops, and it appears to disinterested observers that
she is seeking a pretext to enter the
conflict on the side of the allies.
The Japanese are reported to have
reduced two of the forts guarding the
German colony anil naval base at

i

States of BurofJe," official reports
from Patrofjrad say, for the purpose
of limiting armaments horeafter. at
soon as the present war la over.
Strike Simultaneously.
London.
Almost simultaneously
the two great hammer strokes in th
battle In Northern Franca have
and some decisive results must
be annonnced before long. The allies
have struck the German right wing
and the Germans on their part have
hurled themselves sgalnst the French
line between Verdun and Toul.
The commencement of theae two
attacks In earnest was disclosed by
a French official statement, but llttlfl
ia told of how they are progressing.
Hit the German Line Hard.
The action against the German
right is described as a very violent
general one, In which the French left
encountered an army corps composed
of troops which the Germsns brought
from the center of Lorraine and the

NE-

CLOSKS

WITH EXHAUSTED
NIES FIRING AT HAND-TO-HAND RANGE.

--

Von Boehm.
German troops

sre being trans-porte-d
into France over the railway
line between Munich, Gladbach and
according to the
Amsterdam correspondent of Renter's
Telegram Company, who says this
fact la stated in a telegram from
Maeatricht.
he.

Stan-

dard from Copenhagen states that - a
fishing fleet has arrived at Falken-berSweden, which has been In
close proximity to a fleet of thirty
warships. They sre sighted In the
vicinity of Anholt, a Danish Island In
the Kattegat, a large arm of the
North sea, which has Sweden on the
east and Jutland on the west. The
news has caused great excitement
here.
Repulse Belgrade Asaault.
Nlsh, Servia. The Austrian forces
have again endeavored to crosB the
Danube at Belgrade and were repulsed as they were on every previous endeavor, the war office announced.

The Kaiser Reported

SPANISH
OUTPUT CONTROLLED
BY LONDON
POTASH SUBSTITUTES SUGGESTED.

Waatorn Nawipapar Vnlon Nawa Sarvli

Waatarn Nawapapv--

Lcndon, Sept. 29.- Desperate fightcontinues in northern France,
where the allied French and British
armies are at grips with the German
forces in whadfls characterized as the
battle
crucial action of the slxteen-dsof the Aisne.
Beyond admitting this fact the offiFew decial statements are vague
tails of the struggle which may be the
turning-poin- t
In the western campaign
have been given out. One sentence in
which there is "no change in the situation," epitomizes the official reports
from London, Paris and Berlin.
The allies claim to have made slight
advances here and there, notably on
the heights of the Meuse. The German official atatement, however, declares that "reports concerning a victorious advance of the enemy are untrue.. Both the British and the Freucb
official statements .refer to the violence of the attacks made by the Germans, who seem to have redoubled
their efforts In an attempt to hurl back
the allied line. The reports Indicate,
however, that the French and "British
have given no ground before the onslaught of the Invaders. A very rigorous censorship has evidently been Imposed at virtually all points, particularly In London, regarding the operations at the front, as very little newa
Is being permitted to come through.
The war officials probably hesitate
to raise the hopes of the people without some decisive result having been
attained and tear that the publication
of even the smallest details of the operations might he of aid to the Oer- y

The clash occurred In the district
between Tergnler and St. Quentln, so
that the French have made a ronsid
erable advance to the northwest sine
the last mention was made of this
psrt of their army.
Both Sides Reinforced.
London. It was learned that additional British troops have reached
the scene of the fighting iu Franca,
They are reported to have been landed at Ostend and Boulogne and to be
supported by a new French army
sent north from the mobilisation center In the south. It Is this army upon
which the allies are now believed to
be depending to complete the isolation of the German right and to envelop the armies of Von Kluck and

l

BOTH SIDES CLAIM SLIGHT ADVANTAGE AS THEY SURGE IN
DEATH CONFLICT.

ing

Voseen.

British In Baltic?
London. A dispstch to

III.

The Montenegrins, who have allied
themselves with the Servians in the
conflict with Austria, are making advances, according to advices. A dispatch from Cettlnje, Montenegro, says
the Montenegrins are within artillery
range of Sarajevo, capital of Bosnia.
t
The Austrian forts at Cattaro,
la, on Sept. 19 sunk a large French
warship, according to a dispatch to the
Cologne Gazette. This ship was one
of a fleet of eighteen which was met
by a salvo from one of the Austrian
forta as It approached the stronghold.
The reat of the fleet retreated hastily,
says the dispatch, after the French
Dal-ma-

rVxty-secon- d

d

situation."
London Official Statement.
Ixndon. The official war informa
ron bureau Issued the following state
ment Monday:
"Laat night the enemy attacked our
line with even more vigor but with no
more success.
"There Is no change In the situation.
"Thn Germans have gained no
ground and the French have advanoed
here and there."

Czar Sends War Threst to Turkey.
London. Turkey has received an ultimatum from Russia demanding the
cessation of mobilization and the immediate disarmament of the troops already prepared for the field, according
to report h here.
This, decisive atep on the part of
Russia is said to result from the closing of the Dardanelles to all navigation, thus cutting off the Csar'a egress
from the Black sea.
Turkey has been preparing her
troops for war, under the guidance of
Genua ii army officers, ever since the
outbresk of hostilities.

v;

com-pleto- d

The Scotch Highlanders, here se
test and most stubburn of Great Brt

germansTTbip

center

to strengthen right
Parts. Lieutenant Colonel Rousset,
writing In the Petit Parisién says:
"The enemy perceiving the danger
to his right wing, as Indicated by a
recent communication, haa perceptibly
reinforced It to the detriment of the
eentar and left. This explains the
violence of the battle which la being
staged between the Bom ras and the

BmfCTJBaxsavs

sajgpaijBBi

arglng a retreating body . of Germans

In

France, are among rtie

hard-fighter-

s.

,

heights on the left bsnk of the Olse.
But in doing this the enemy necessarily stripped his front and we have
profited immediately by advancing
toward Berry and Moron v Hilera.
'The situation of the Germans
would become perilous If the line they
hold breaku In the center and the po- sillón of their forces on the right
It ia because
would be endangered
of this disquieting prospect that they
are redoubling the'r efforts agalnat
the heights of the Meuse. We learn
thst they possess tha promontory of
Hatton Chatel, not probably without

,

that they are marchln?

Vegetable

Compound and mjr
nerves became firm.
appetite good, step
elastic, and I lost

l'nton Nawa Sarvlee.

Washlngto

American producers
a result of the Euro
pean wsr, hsve now sn excellent opl
portunity to capture the trade
and South America and with
the Orient from Japan to India, according to thn geological survey.
It Is stated that the AuntHan production of quicksilver, controlled by the
government, apparently Is cut off from
the world's markets and the Italian
supply is regarded as uncertain. The
Spanish output Is controlled mainly In
Iondon and it is said that if this domination continues little metal will be
free, for a time at least, for the foreign trade.
It is believed that large quantities of
available European quicksilver will be
utilised immediately in the manufacture of explosive caps for fixed ammu
nition for both small arms and artillery, the present military operations
being on such a large cale. Probably
only a little American metal can be
Imported by the countries Involved in
the war.
Formerly a considerable amount of
American quicksilver went to Hong
Kong from San Francisco, but the
Rothschilds are said to have controlled
this and all other markets of the Far
East in recent years, ss well as a
large part of the South American
trade.
The chief quicksilver producing
state is California, with a total output
of 15,61)1 flasks in 1913 and a total
yield valued at $95,902,923 from 1850
to date. Nevada, Texas and Arizona,
the other producing states, supplied
flasks altogether in 1913.
Calling attention to the dependence
of the United States on Germany for
its potash supply, emphasized by the
European war situation, and to the
fact that this country gets all its sodium nitrate from Chile, the geological survey suggests several domestic
sources of combined nitrogen. One of
these, it Is stated, la the gss works
and byproduct coke ovens which. In
1912 reported a recovery of ammonia
cal liquor, ammonia and ammonium
Ansulphate valued at $$9,519,268.
other domestic supply of nitrogen compounds lies In the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen y electricity.

of qulcksllve

with-Centra-

2

London. From several points the ship waa sunk.
news was received tha' the kaiser
The Germans have steadily met asis suffering from a severe cold and is sault with counter assault until the
under the care of the Imperial phy- trenches of the opposing armies are
sician.
only sprinting distances apart.
Germana Command at Cracow.
claim encouraging,
Both Hides
London. "That Cracow has been though slight gains. Field Marshal
occupied by German troops, that the Sir John French, commander of the
town has been put under a crinan British expeditionary force, spent his
military commandant and that the
birthday in maintaining
Aurtrian civil administration has been what his latest communication to the
displaced Is the gist of the latest war office describes as "a satisfactory

advlcea received here," says the
correspondent of the Morning Post. All the original administration of the town and all civil officials of the Auatrian sovernment
have left and the residents are fleeing in a panic.

w

Pink-ham-

Austriana Fleo Through Mountains.
Petrograd. The Ozar'B troops continue their furious assaults against the
fortresses around Prxemsyl, and the
Austrian forcea are flying through the
Carpathian mountain passes.
Reports that the Russians had
the investment of tho Oalician

sav?5Sv5 JH

my first
Lackawanna, N. fter
child waa born I felt very miserable and
could not a tana on
my feet My sister-in-lawished me to
's
try Lydla E.

GALICIAN FORTS TOPPLE WAR CUTS OFF SUPPLY

'

wL9Mmammlm99KSSSSSSSK.w99BSB!í!Sl

to Health by Lydis t
Pfatkham's Vegetable

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY SAYS U. S.
CAN ARRAKGE TO SUPPLY
ORIENT MARKET.

fat-te- n

.....
'

COULDN'T STAND

IN QUICKSILVER

Testifies She Was Restore

THt GERMANS

HIGHLANDERS CHARGING

WAS MISERABLE
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TO PRESS 8TRIKE SETTLEMENT.

President Does Not Consider Operators' Answer as Closing
Discussion.

Washington. President Wilson will
continue to press for acceptance of the
tentative basts for settlement of the
Colorado coal strike, proposed by federal mediators, despite the partially
unfavorable reply of the operators.
President Wilson told callera he doea
not consider the question closed and
that he will work for further negotiations. The President said he did not
consider the reply of the operators as
closing further discussion, and that he
expected a favorable settlement. He is
considering separately the attitude of
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,
and other companies concerned in the
strike.
I
MAY

END NEW REVOLUTION.

Carranza and Villa Both Pledged Not
to Run for Presidency.
Washington. Formal announcement
from General Villa that he will not be
a candidate for President or vice president of Mexico was received at the
State Department Monday through
Consular Agent Carrol hers at Chihuahua City.
This dispatch, the first to reach
Washington from tho interior of Mexico since Villa-- revolt against General
authority as first chief
CarraiiJia's
greatly
of
the Constitutionalists,
strengthened the hope of officials here
for a peaceful adjustment of the difficulties between the two leaders.
Some significance was attached to
Villa's assurance because it followed
.so closely the declaration of General
Csrranza that he would not become a
candidate if Villa would give a similar
promise and all the military leaders
weie eliminated as presidential possl- s
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fec!ir.g,flatulency,indigcstíon,dizziness,
Lvdts E. Pink- nervous nroatrntiorL
ham 's Vegetable Compound is the standard remedy for female Ilia.
Women who suffer from those dis
tressing ills peculiar to their sex shoukt
be convinced or the emmy oi ujam
i'tntrham'a Veeetjihle Command to re
store their health by the many genuine
and iruuiiui imumuniuiH w r. oro
publishing in the newspapers.
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One 8ult Too Many.
"Did you ever try that tailor I rec
ommended to you?"
"Yes. Too expensive. Got two suits.
from him one dress suit, one law

suit."
SKIN

ITCHED

AND

BURNED

2623 Stout St., Denver, Colo. "The
breaking out started on my mother'
back.
Later it covered her whole
body and caused intense burning and
Itching. It first came In pimples and
later became rough and Itchy. The
flesh then hardened. It was so Itchy
that she scratched and caused it to
spread. Her clothes Irritated the breaking out; she could wear only silk garments. She got neither sleep nor rest.
The eruption was also on her face and
caused disfigurement
"She tried everything that waa prescribed, but there was no relief. Then
she began to use Cutlcnra Soap and
Ointment and they gave her relief at
once. It lasted two weeks after she
begau to use Cutlcura Soap and Ointment and then she was healed."
(Signed) Mlaa Dorothy Crlssman, Apr.
21, 1914.

Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.wlth 82-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
Lightly Clad.
"Anything on for today, OrayeeT"
"Only what you see."
"Ahem! That isn't much."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
snd invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
tinv granules, easy to take.
Do Dot gripe. Adv.
Sujrar-roste-

A New Jersey msn was fined the
other day for traducing saloons. Anyway, it proves an interesting point.

Ten miles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Cross Has Blue; have beautiful, clear
white clothes. Adv.

Procrastination Increases
lights of anticipation.

the de

COMPLEXION

A GOOD

USE ZONA POMADE

GUARANTEED.

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents, yon will never be annoyed by pimplas, blackhoads or facial blemishes. If
not satisfied after thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange for joo in other goods.
Zona has satisfied fcr twenty years try it
at oar risk. At dealers or mailed, 50c.
ZONA COMPANY. WICHITA, KANSAS

BROOM CORN
HAVE YOU ANY?
WRITE US.
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Snow Falls in Quebec.
Quebec. The first snow of the sea-
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son fell dept.

It Is reported from Blelostok that a
Zeppelin dirigible dropped a bomb Into
a Hcboolhouse In that city and killed
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"organiation"

candidates apparently swept the boards

tuetrians in the statewide primary for every
nomination except United States Senthe

are
pathiana into Hungary, where
Ueln R pursued by the Russia us," says
an official war office report.
"The Austrian debaclo Is complote
andsjtey have lost all their artillery.
The Auatrian left wing has i ctreutec;
The Russians have oc
to Cracow.
cupied
another of the forta of
Prxemyal."

charm. I do all my own work.
A. F. a reamer, 1574 Electric Avenov
Lackawanna, N. Y.
The success of Lydla E. Pink ham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
used with perfect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements,

(

Car-the-y

Toul, and declares that even should
tha Germans succeed in their efforts
they would not become masters of tha
French fortified front. They would
have to deacend the heights of the
Mease and cross tha river under fir
and the forts of the crater which are
still Intact would constitute
serious
danger to the operations.

thst weak, tired
That was
feeling.
six years ago and I
have had three Ana
healthy children since. For female troubles I always take Lydia E. Pinkham'a
like-Vegetable Compound and it works
"--

ator on the Republican ticket, It
seems certain that Governor Martin H.
Glynn is the Democratic gubernatorial
nominee and District Attorney Charles
S. Whitman the Republican. Foruter
Govemor William Sulzer and Formar
State Senator Fred M Davenport ar
running close together for the Progressive gubernatorial nomination.
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(Copyright, I9U. by A. & Gray)

THE QUESTION OF i CURES.
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to learn that It Is far
to furnish conditions
health and developto make special effort

sick or defective, and
that the first requisite to success In
life It to bo a food animal. Illness Is
simply the result of lack of correspondence with nature.
The principles underlying the laws
of light and plant life are the same
that underlie human Ufe, and until
we understand them we are certain tf
get Into trouble continually.
DECEPTIVE

GUARANTIES.

"Principles of Biology," HerSince the life of the average Indibert Spencer wrote: "Early idean are
not uaually true ideaa. Undeveloped vidual Is so full of interesting events
Intellect, be It that of an Individual or and pleasant reflections and his time
that of a race, forms conclusions so fully occupied In accomplishing
which require to be revlaed and re- - the dally tasks and enjoying the many
revised before they reach a tolerable diverting pleasures of existence, few
ever reflect that all one's activities
oorrtiou douce with realitiee. Were are
dependent on the oxidisation of
It otherwise there would be no discovery, no Increase of intelligence. What the food consumed at breakfast, dinwe call progress of knowledge Is the ner and supper, and that the Instant
bringing of thoughts Into harmony one ceases to produce httat by reason
with things; and it implies that the of this Internal combustion, that Infirst thoughts are either wholly out of stant one becomes a cold, dead body.
It Is a disturbing thought, anyway,
harmony with things, or in very
and quite generally we refuse to enharmony with them."
in this quotation is the key to the tertain disturbing thoughts volunreply to the frequent query: "What ta rtty.
Probably no better, no more vivid
has the spectrum got to do with my
health and digestion?" There Is a Illustration of the Darwinian princiclose analogy between the building up ples of progress, of the survival of the
of organic compounds out of the Inor- fittest, of wisdom slowly and painfully
ganic under the Influence of. light acquired and developing as the result
waves and the rebuilding of these of bitter experience In repeatedly dosame complicated compounds
Into ing the wrong thing, can be found
higher forms in our bodies under the than our growth In the knowledge of
Influence of the enzymes; and by com- dieteUcs, of the development of the
prehending what we can see of the science of eating to Uve.
Our primitive ancestors in their unoperation of light on the vegetable
kingdom we are able to secure some ceasing and omnivorous search for
understanding of what we cannot see everything that would satisfy hunger
undoubtedly bit off, chewed and enin our own bodies.
deavored to digest every berry, plant,
Knowledge has value in exact proroot or leaf that looked good to them
portion to the benefit It confers, direct- growing out of doors within the range
ly or Indirectly, on the human race. of their physical ability
to cover in
Every new scientific fact or principle the region tn which they habitually
generally grasped helps to an under- lived, and under stress of famine they
standing of nature's laws, and when were forced to wide excursions. Those
properly applied Is sure to lead to that survived passed on to our age
increased health, efficiency and pros- an organization adapted to that parperity of the Individual and of the ticular' range of diet, and humanity
community. For example: But a few thrives on the simple natural food to
years ago the milkman might let any which It was adjusted. But In the
quantity of dirt fall into the milk highly artificial conditions Incident
provided he strained it out again so to civilization the habits developed by
we could not see It, and might feed this eager quest for anything that
his cows any kind of slop that would would enable primitive men to surnot kill them. We did not care, be- vive or that would add attractiveness
cause we did not understand the rela- to their menu la times of plenty have
tions of things. Hut today, because of come down to us as instincts that
the general knowledge of bacteriology make us easy victims of igaorant or
and of sanitary science, enlightened unscrupulous manufacturers.
public opinion cnmpels the milkman
The United 8tatee department of
to keep dirt out of the milk and to agriculture, through its official week
give his cows good food. The result ly news letter of May 20, 1914
of this is shown In the fact that there notice of a decision signed
has been an enormous reduction in In- 1914, by the secretaries of the
fant diseases and In the death rate of ury, agriculture and commerce, proyoung children.
hibiting the use of the legend, "GuarThen there was the "fish test." Not anteed under the food and drugs act,"
many years ago wise men wrote books on any label or package.
to show that if fish could ltve in water
The date of the new regulation will
the water was potable. No matter how not take effect until May 1. 1916, In orfilthy it might be, if sufficient oxygen der to give manufacturers an opportugot. into It by aeration or otherwise so nity to use up their present stocks
that fish could live In it the water was of labels.
The reasons for this acfit to drink. At that time we believed tion are, quoting the official letter:
epidemic typhoid fever to be a visita"It has been determined that the
tion of Divine Providence In punish- legend, 'Guaranteed under the food
ment of our many sins and to be borne and drugs act, Juno 30, 1906,' and
meekly and with resignation. Today 'guaranteed by (name of guarantor)
we realize fully that epidemic typhoid under the food and drugs act, June 30,
fever Is traceable solely to the ignor- 1906,' borne on the labels or packance or carelessness of the Individual ages of food and drugs, accompanied
or of the community, and that we can by serial numbers given by the secresecure absolute exemption from this tary oí agriculture, are each misleadclass, of disease by the observance of ing and deceptive, in that the public
Tll defined precautionary measures. Is Induced by such legendsand seAnd no intelligent person now defends rial numbers tobelleve that the artithe "fish test ; we understand the re- cles to which they relate have been
lation of things.
examined and approved by the govThe reduction of infant mortality by ernment, and that the government
preventive measures and the reduc- guarantees that they comply with the
tion of epidemic diseases through pre- law, the use of either legend, or any
ventive measures have produced a ma- slmllarjegend, on labels or packages
terial reduction in the general death should be discontinued
rate. This has led to the false conclu"Inasmuch as the acceptance by the
sion that the length of human life is secretary of agriculture for filing of
shows)
not.
It
la
increasing.
Statistics
the guaranties of manufacturers and
fewer deaths In the younger ages, but dealers and the giving by him of sepoint to an Increase in the deaths rial numbers thereto contribute to the
after passing the age of forty years. deceptive character of legends on laThe diseases showing Increase, whloh bels and packages, no guaranty in any
are responsible for this premature form shall hereafter be filed with,
mortality, are those which have their and no serial number shall hereafter
origin in defective metabolism (diges- be given to any guaranty by the section and tlBsue renewal) such as dia- retary of agriculture. All guaranties
betes, Brlght's disease,
now on file with the secretary of agriapoplexy and probably cancer culture shall be stricken from the files,
and Insanity.
and the serial numbers assigned to
The greatest obstacle to progress such guaranties shall be cancelled."
along this line He in the fact that we
The pure food law simply requires
have not yet grasped our relation to that a package shall be plainly lathings. We still harbor a strong be- beled stating the complete contents.
lief In "cures," and not until they have Obviously If one does not know one's
been tested and weeded out by the needs the law Is of but little personslow, painful experimentation of the al value.
The appearance of the
whole human race extending over a guaranty and serial number on any
generation or more are we willing to product has been of no material asadmit they are useless. The reason sistance to the government In detectper ing or prosecuting violations of the
for this Is that about eighty-fivcent of all cases of Illness get well of food and drugs act, nor has It protheir own accord, no matter what may moted the manufacture and sale of
be done or not done for them, and pure foods or drugs. Its presence on
therefore any remedy, provided It Is an adulterated or misbranded product
not directly harmful, which Is used does not ens Me the federal officers to
with sufficient constancy In any dis- secure any ..wavier penalty for violaease, will score more than sixty per tions than If the goods were not so
cent of cures. Hence every new rem- labeled, but It does make the decepedy starts "loaded" with a margin tion of the public more certain.
of chances In its favor, and in the abThis action of the department of agsence of comprehensive and reliable riculture will receive the hearty apatatlstics to prove that more patients proval of all who have any Interest
who took a certain remedy got well In healthful foods because It forces
than recovered as the result of not us to recognise the simple truth that
taking It, we are left "up In the air." today, as always, the question of a
The truth is burled under the mislead- food supply remains an individual
ing statement that 70 to 90 per cent of proposition, and our individual health
the patienU taking that particular and happiness are In exact measure
remedy were cared by It This Is the to the wisdom with which we meet the
foundation of the deluge of half truths Issue.
In hl
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Dr Marden's
Uplift Talks
By ORRISON SWF.TT M ARDEN
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SANITARIUM

STATE NEWS

the camp will
not only be
but also FOR TREATMENT OF TUBERCU.
and the men's labor
LOSIS PATIENTS AT DEMINQ.
oaa be paid for without cost to the
state. The success of this experiment
will not only mean a revolution in pe- Much Stock Sold
for Institution to Bt
nology, but be a cause for rejoicing to
Known as the Demlng Cottage
the taxpayer
Sanitarium.
In time. It Is believed,

Or INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO
PEOPLE

r

IN'. BVKT
DATES
ml New Mexico
goes
wrong
oelng
human
who
Oipr right by MoClar
BrMlo.1.
tnd Products Bx- .
uhould linve a chance to redeem
ELF CONFIDENCE At A SUCCESS
mar
tn try again, and he ought to Watrn Nwppr Union Nw fltrvic.
quarqus. Taehrr
ASSET.
have an opportunity that is favorable.
Darning. N. M. That Demlng
it
He ought not to be put tn an environ- soon to have a new 160,000 saniParties at Fort Sumner will put In
'em as though they ment where everything around him tarium for the treatment of tuber
canning factory to handle tomatoes.
were apples," said an editor to suggests the crooked, the wicked, where culosls Is practically assured, accordGovernor McDonald has appointed
a trembling, sentimental girl everything tends to arouse tho brute ing to statements given out here. The harles R. Hughes of Doming, a no
who offe.id him her manuscript with tn him to develop the evil thing In him, work of securing stock subscriptions tary public.
an air of a convict about to receive a the love of revenge, bitterness, hatred has been going on for some time and
Attorney General Clancey advisee
death sentence. "If one man does not and to kili the good. He ought to b la said to have made much progress. that legislators
be not appointed nowant your apples another will. Don't In an environment which would hell In fact no opposition has been en- taries public.
bo afraid of me or anybody else."
him to forget the bad, which would countered anywhere In any attempted
It has been established that New
only suggest the good, the pure, th
Carry yourself with
ale.
Mexico is a successful wheat and
clean,
air, as though you really believed In
The Institution will be known as
which would suggest his divine
broom corn state.
yourself, and you will not only Inspire ly, not his beastly, propensities, and the Demlng Cottsge Sanitarium and
Crop conditions In the Sacramento
others with a belief in your ability, which would holdvrat hope of anothei the shares will be of the par value
of $10 each. The incorporators are mountains are reported better than
but you will also come to believe In chance a chance to raako good.
many years.
yourself.
The hrutal Instinct lingering In man to be Janet BHd, A. T. Pagter and for
of
board of town trustee
The
H.
Williams.
Jarvls
In
been
out
A keen observer can pick out a suc- has
graphically Illustrated
A tract of twenty acres located two Hagerman has sold the ll.000 Issue
cessful man on the street by the way cruel, Inhuman treatment of prisoners,
he carries himself. It he Is a leader, and lb our barbaric slaughter of hu- miles southwest of the post office, has ot water bonds.
It Is reported that the Santa Fé
every step, every movement Indicates man beings, upon whom the death been purchased from the Homo Plot
it; there is assurance in bis beating, penalty has been pronounced. Justice Company and on this tract will be Railway has surveys made and wilt
he walks as If he were master of him- does nr demand such an exhibition of erected a number of cottages for the toon build Into Taos.
self, as if he believed in his ability to horror
Game and Fish Wsrden Trinidad C.
There must be some more patients. There Is already on this
pebble-dashedo things, to bring about results. Hta human nay of treating our erring tract a modern
de Baca announced that Ira Duckhouse and a tank capable of worth has been appointed deputy game
air is an index of the brothers
success he has attained.
How can we expect a criminal ta holding 90,000 gallons of water. A warden at Raton.
Men and women who succeed In get buck the self respect which he tank wUl sJbo be constructed to furMuch progress has been made on
their undertakings are those who set has loHt. by cruel treatment, by halt nish water to the cottages, which will the road from Taos to Taos Junction
their faces toward their goal and starving him, treating him like an be placed In groups and will be sur- and tbe main portion of the highway
stoutly affirm and reaffirm their con- animal instead of like a man. putting rounded with trees and flowers and
will soon be finished.
atfidence In their ability to reach It. him In nn iron cage away from Ood't every possible aid to render them
A petition is in jirculatlon to conA
patients.
sunshine
tractive to the
These Is everything in keeping one's light and alrT
a bridge across the Canadlau
struct
reeding room will also
self up to the success standard and
There is good material, ability parlor and a everything
at a point near Logan. State Engiwill
bo
made
built
be
and
inenough, energy, resources enough in
maintaining In all Its dignity and
neer French approves the location.
tegrity one's confidence In his power these people we thus deprive of lib as bright and cneerful as possible.
Within sixty days actual construcposition
hope
to
The
be
in
a
directors
to accomplish the work undertaken.
erty ami life, to perform great servtces
next tion of Silver City's $100.000 tourist
On the other barn, K Is easy to pick to humanity as well as to themselves to receive patients within the
and already there is a hotel will be under way and the hoe-out the failure. There !s no decision, and their families. What right have few weeks, waiting
telry ready for occupancy next sumlist.
considerable
no victory in bid step, hi uncertain we to deprive them at least of
' A complete water and sewer sys mer.
gait indicates lark of confidence' in chance to make good? How often the
will be Installed and the greatest
A display of 8V watermelons was
himself; b's dress, his hearing, every- crime we commit against our prison tem
the sanita mnde at Tucumcari. taken from the
thing nolnts toward Incompetence. ers is far greater than tholr crime to care will be taken to have
tion of the Institution perfecL
G. H. Woodward farm, each of which
His shi'--l leones la pictured In every society:
pounds. TUey
averaged twenty-sevebody.
movenum of hit
It we wish to reform prisoners we
Irrigation.
grown
wero
without
342
Has
Prisoners.
State
nothing should try to make them self respectThere Is nothing
The Slate Corporation Commission
negative. In the t.::keup of the suc- ing,
beings. Their environ
Santa Fe. There are now 288 prisT. ft S.
cessful man. He is positive to the ment should be as attractive and as oners at the state penitentiary, guests has been informed by tbe A. pens
at
Reform means of Landlord J. B. McMamis. The lat F. that it will erect stock
backbone. He does not need bolster- normal as possible.
coming up; he can stand alone. It Is not healthful, normal conditions.
The est arrival Is Auastaclo Vigil, who was Taiban, following an Informal
point.
so much what be says as what he does mind la in no state to Improve or re- brought here from Clayton, Union plaint of shippers at that
Fruit growers are complaining about
not say; his very silence carries form when suffering from mental de- county, to serve a term of four to
They say
the scarcity of packers.
power. You feel that there Is a large pression due to the vicious, criminal five years for robbery. There are
prisoners stationed at various that fifty more women and girls could
reservo back of everything he says or suggestive environment, where every- four
does.
thing reminds the prisoner of his fall, road camps, bringing tho totul num be employed in the Farmlngton orchIt Is wonderful what a power
or his Inferiority, and everything ber of state convicts today up to 342. ards to help pack the big upple crop.
Santa Fe Indian authorities have
has to marshal all the facul- about him tends to Impress upon him
informed that the Santo Dominties and unite their strength tn one the fact that he is not a human being,
been
Three Years for Saloon Robbery.
go Indians held a dauco at their pumighty cable. No matter how many but an outcast.
Santa Fe. Judge E. C. Abbott sen eblo, and it is said to be a dance fortalents a man may possess, if he be
We have all felt the lestful, restorpeni bidden by modern customs and uslarking tn
he can never ing, renewing power ot beautiful tenced Adolfo Quintana to the
nee them to the best advantage; he stenery. of country life. Why should leimui) to serve a term of two or- ages.
cannot unity their action and har- W deprive a prisoner of these helps three years tor entering John HamJ. II. Crist, the newly appointed
pel's saloon on San Francisco street
Pumonize their power so as to bring them
and normality? Nature is a a few weeks
up Bar United States attorney for the
holding
and
aro
to bear effectively upon any one point. great restorative, and criminals should
In al Santa
o: eblo Indlent, was sworn
Stephan
point
Carl
at
tender
the
Never permit anyone or anything to b kept where thery can get the full an
Fe tn the Federal Court. He will at
old civil war rifle.
Never benefit of the sunlight, err and country
undermine your
once buckle down to the work of hanadmit to yourself, even in thought, life, tn an environment which would
dling Indian affairs.
that there may be a possibility of your suggest only the good and true, filled Stock Owners Form Protective Society.
Waro, one of the oldest and most Infailure. This constant affirmation, this with possibilities of recovering lost
Albuquerque.
Stock owners rang fluential Indians on the reservation,
persistent dwelling upon the positive, manhood and starting fresh.
ing on the Manzano national forest In died near bis home at Iluerfauo Butte,
or plus, phase of success, and never
tho Sandias held a meeting here at about forty miles up the Cafiou Galleadmitting the negative, will tend to "HOMING INSTINCT" IN CRABS which a protective organization was gos, San Juan county. He was ninetr-slstrengthen, to render Impregnable, the
years old.
formed to run down stock thieves who
great purpose, the one unwavering
city of Santa Fe is now assured
of It Is Recognized, But have been committing heavy depreda
The
Existence
aim, which brings victory.
tions.
of a trunk sewer which will be suffiScientists Admit That It
As a spring can never rise higher
ciently large for a futuro ÜS.'iOO popPuzzles Them.
than its source, so one can never at.
Notaries Appointed.
ulation. Work on this trunk sewer,
greater
a
success
than he believes
tain
Noted naturalists ot Great Britain
William C. Mc- known as the Capitol sewer. Is to beSanta
Governor
Fé
he can.
have recently discovered the extraorDonald has appointed the following gin within a few days.
A cheerful face, a hopeful, confident dinary and surprising faculty In cerpublic: John E. Koonce,
uoturles
The State Board of Equalisation has
air, and a determination to make the tain crabs to find their way back
Capitán. Lincoln county: Alfredo Lu- finished its work for the 19 H assess
best possible out of the situation have
unbelievable distances to their cero, Santa Cruz. Santa. Fé county, and ment. This melius that assessors can
often tided a man over a crisis in his birthplace
feeding
original
and
Ballantyne, Taiban, Roose- Boon have their tax rolls in shape and
business, when the least exhibition of grounds. Sir Isaac Newton once de Alexander
velt county.
that in all but a few Instances there
moroseness, anxiety or doubt would clared that with all his grand discovneed be no delay In collecting taxes.
have precipitated' the ruin he was so eries he Was nothing but a child pickBurford Heads Sportsmen.
The government has awarded the
anxious to avert. Employes are quick ing sea shells from the beach by the
Santa Fé. The state game warden's contract for carrying the mall from
to detect doubt, anxiety or fear in their great ocean of truth. The students of
employer.
If he is downhearted and animal behavior, such as Professors office has received the news that at Silver City to Tyrone, to Byrne and
discouraged, his mood will communi- Jenlngs, Mast, Watson and others, the annual meeting of the Sportmen's Nainvllle at their bid ot $600 a year.
cate Itself to everyone who works for Hin." this discovery of a "homing in- Association of Southwestern New Mex The contract runs for four years and
him. The customer. In turn, will be stinct" In crabs, are more convinced lco. held at Silver City, Mr. Miles W. calls for u three day a week mall service.
president.
Burford was
affected by the gloomy atmosphere of than ever of Newton's wisdom.
The sixteenth reur.lon of the Scotthe store, and will go elsewhere. ThouThe acientUlr accounts of the crabs
sands of concerns have gone down dur- "walk" describes many of them, and in R. L. Baca Held on Perjury Charge. tish Rite Masons will he held at Santa
Fé commencing on Oct. 5.
ing panics or periods of business de- particular a malo and a female ot these
Santa Fe. Roman L. Baca, speak
Two more couvlctB srrived at tbe
pression simply because the owners creatures, caught at Yorkabire,
,
er of the lower house of the Now Mex
penitentiary at Santa Fe. One
did not know how to control themand transported to Skegness in Ico Legislature, was Indicted on s state Agaptta
was
Talles; to serve one year
selves or to conceal their doubts and Klnrolaehlre, which crawled all the
(ears in regard to the condition of wat back to exactly tlu placo they charge of having In the capacity
to eighteen months for burglary. The
a notary, asknowledged a deed, which other was Andres de la O, to serve
their affairs. Discouragement is the bad left.
for rape.
great destroyer of ambition. It must
Traps had been set tn the place he testified, waa acknowledged on one one year to eighteen monthscounty.
be crushed and eliminated as if it were where they were originally captured daté, when. In fact, he executed it on Both are from Don Ana
a plague.
A magnificunt melon, weighing over
and the shellfish experts awaited with another date. Baca, In March, 1914
Regard yourself as superior to the great skepticism the results of the un- acknowledged a deed, similar In all fifty pounds aud grown by W. T.
evils which surround you. Learn to usual experiment.
respects to a former deed, from Da Moore, at Axtec, was presented to
lomlnate your environment, to rise
All investigations ot how and why rid Gonzalex,
transferring property Governor McDonald, as an example of
ibove depressing Influences. Look for crabs migrate back to their home, as from the community estate of his first San Juau county's productiveness. A
the bright side of things, not the dark in the ease of pigeons, have proved su marriage to his second wife wlthoui box of large, 'beautiful apples wss also
by J. S. Hart-main gloomy side.
far fruitless.
marking It duplicate. A daughter presented tbe governor
of Aztec. Both melon aud apfor a share of this property and
sued
ANOTHER CHANCE TO MAKE
His Limit.
the case waa settled by Gonzales mak ples took tho blue ribbon at the Asteo
GOOD. ,
A little boy, after gating In the wintng a heavy payment to her. The al fair.
dow ot a music store for some time, leged offense amounts to perjury un
In a circular letter addressed to the
the state of New Jersey Col. Ed- went In and said:
members of tbe board ot county comNew Mexico law.
der
INward A. Stevens, commissioner of
Ow much Is that planner In ttr cormissioners lu every one ot the twenty-public works, Is trying an experi- ner?"
six
counties ot the state, Alvan N.
Santa Fe. Adrian Moreno and Mar White, state superintend
ment with a convict camp, which
if public
After the dealer had recovered from
garito Durante, , ho served three Instruction, called upon
i to pay
aasn't even a fence around it. Thirty his shock, he answered:
prisoners were sent there 'from the
mouths in the federal Jail for selling tbe expenses of the coin
hool su
"Six hundred dollars, my boy."
Trenton prison, to work
ftetlng of
The boy pulled a long face and liquor without paying the required perlntendent to attend tt
mi the highways; and the idea Is not
said: "Well, give me a mouth organ, tax, were released cm entering a plea the New Mexico Educational Associaof poverty In the Federal Court, be- tion to be held In Albuquerque Nov.
nly to Improve th9 roads but to Im- please."
ing unable to pay a fine.
XI to 26.
prove the prisoners and to help solve
the prison problem.
Whom Kings Envy.
Tbe governor has named the followThe workers have named It the
Once the Duchess of Argyle wrote
ing delegates to the sixth annual meetCounty
on
Vote
to
Otsro
Bond.
"Don't Worry Club," while it Is known to several of the crowned heads of
ing of the Ametlcan Institute ot
A movement has been
Alainogordo
jfficially
s State Camp No. 1. The Europe and asked whom they espe-- .
Criminal Law and Criminology which
vord "convict" and the Idea of pris- .tally envied.
The Ciar of Russia launched here for the submission to will be held In Washington October
everywhere. answered! "I sincerely envy every tho people of the county of the iue II; F. C. Wilson, Santa Fé; M. H.
oners are eliminated
There are no cells, and although there man who Is not loaded down with the 'ion of issuing road bonds to the
l
Hlckey. Albuquerque; James H. Her-verRoswell; A. B. McMUIen, Albuire several guards, they mingle with cares Of a great empire." Francis
of 100,000. Petitlous have be-the men in friendly Intercourse. When Joseph of Austria wrote: "I envy the
lrculated during tbe last tew weeks querque; Hiram Dow, Roswell; W. J.
'.heir day's labor ts finished they enjoy fate of av man who Is not an emperor."
Lucas, Las Vsgas and M. U. Vigil,
nd have already been signed by mo.-asebell, music or any other healthful
The Christian Herald.
han the percentage of the vo'lng
tmusetnent.
itrenglb of the county necessary to
P. K. Taylor, ot Sedan, was In ("lav-toThe men are selected on merit from
When a candidate makes too much
all the election. Very little opposl-tosearching for aeveaty men to g
'.he state prison, and there sre bun noise In a aampalgn be sometimes
has been encountered and It Is down into that country to help harIrada of tamales of Trenton who want scares votes away.
'illy expected the Issue will carry.
vest the vast crops
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BOY SCOUTS OF WORLD

PLAY

1879--

IN

GREAT EUROPEAN

WILL
CONFLICT

the cm
THE NEWS IS INCONSISTENT?
Our esteemed contemporary down the line, the Santa
Pe New Mexican, is in a state of frenzy just now, and its
latest lamentation is an attack upon the News and State
Chairman Ely, in which the latter is admonished to keep
the News in the right path so far as the Republican platform is concerned. The News must confess and it is not
given to confessions that something is radically wrong
with the New Mexican. It cannot toe the mark and stay
with it; it is on one and then on the other, and the News
believes that the New Mexican has lost its mental equilibrium; of course we are judging solely from its editorial
columns.
But away with this frazaleism.

The New Mexican is

heartily thanked for its friendly advice, but since the Poisoned Puppets have no acts of achievements on which to
elect their candidates, it must resort to chimerical policies
for rich bait to catch baskets of suckerf..
The New Mexican is a McDonald supporter only for
the stipulation that it receives some state printing at a
big figure above what other printers would charge, and
this is not in the Poisoned Puppets platform.
Both Mr. Ely and the News are fully aware of what
is in the Republican platform, and the plank denouncing
certain acts of the governor are purely justifiable, when
they are known by the public. The traveling auditor
is a busy lee for Willie in giving orders to county officials
that harmonize with none but the governor's oolicies, and
they are not Democratic.
swing at the governor, referred to
That
by the New Mexican, is one of those original ideas which
the contemporary cannot grasp. It's a shame that the
it's original ideas cannot be placed before more people?
left-hande-

d

Interest Is Evidenced Concerning Possible Action of About
Three Hundred Thousand of These Youthful Warriors
They May Become Valuable Aids to the Embattled Nations From Many Points of View.

Muoh

New York. How great a part will
Scouti of the world play In the
great war of nation staged In
rope,? That they will play some part
has been demonstrated already Hard
I) had the Germana Invaded Belgium
than there came the report across
seas that Belgian Hoy Bcouta to the
number of about 30 had captured several Uefman spies and escorted them
A few days later
to headquarters
Boy

11

thU report appeared: '
"The Uermavv are uning Hoy Scout
a spies, according to reporta from
Begiao army officers. Complete plans
of the Dutch fortress at Maastricht

were found on a German Boy Scout.
Not Is this all. That Europe had
conceded the possibilities of the Boy
Scout organizations In time of war
was demonstrated "vhen. some years
ago. the French Peace society Invited
l
and 6,000
Sir Robert
Boy Scouts to "Invade" Fiance and
inarch on Pari. It was merely a
whimsical way of showing the friendly relations existing between the Bng
llsh and French nations.
Hut soon after tbo announcement
was made there came a terrific protest, principally from military men
The Invaders were termed as "bo
spies of Hritaln," and the fact that
the march was finally permitted did
not leu. en the hostility to It In cer
Baden-Powel-

tain quarters.
Organized essentially In the Interests of the boys themselves and with
ouftho Idea of war, these young scouts
may become valuable aldn to the embattled nations. Those who believe

VIKWING WITH ALARM

m

Th Democratic press of the state is viewing with
alarm the undoubted election of Hugh H. Williams as corporation commissioner, and in doing so, is continually
throwing mud at the Republican candidate. The fact of
the matter is that Mr. Williams has made such an enviable record for himself that the people do not care to risk
the possible ruination of the affairs of that office by electing a man who does not know where to take hold and continue with intelligence.
But on the other hand, the Democratic press is loud
in its eulogy for Pergusson, having as its slogan that it is
useless to send a man without experience to the national
house of representatives. Taking them at their own word,
how would it be to place a man in the office of the state
corporation commission who has had no clerical experience,
with the exception of pounding a typewriter in the capital
city? However flimsy this argument may le, it goes without saying that little can be depended upon what the Democratic press say. Its motive is to win; even though it be
at the sacrifice of personal character on the paft of the opponents whom they are attempting to blackmail.
The best that can be said of Mr. Hill is, that he will
learn with experience; he may have a bright future before
him, but that does not help the situation at this time, when
the state corporation commission must have some members
who are capable of filling that broad field of usefulness for
which it is intended. Mr. Williams will be elected, and
with a large majority, at the election November 3, and for
two more years will he continue to please those patrons of
the commission who have occasion to do business with it.
TRAITORS
One thing is clear and stands out
in this
campaign, and that is that most of the Democratic candidates who are limping for office are assuming the popularity of Pres. Wilson, to further their votes, without blushing or hesitating in the least. A party that must depend
upon its president's popularity for votes is certainly in a
poor plight, and this is precisely the situation.
Each candidate refers to the brilliant record of Pres.
Wilson. But the point is that Mr. Wilson can only perform the duties of one office, that of president, and his
popularity will not help matters in New Mexico, where we
want a good government conducted by home people. Pres.
Wilson cannot assist the New Mexico legislature pass and
enact good laws. It must be accomplished by the legislators, and those alone. It matters not what the record of
President Wilson is, that will not remedy the situation in
this state; it must le done by home people.
Those candidates. who are using the name of the president to hoodwink the jeople, will know after Novemcer 3
on which side the bread is buttered, and it is no more than
just that they should. They have no moral right to ;is
nine the honor of accomplishing things that twdongs to the
president. They are traitors, which is the best that can
le said of tbem, and are not worthy to expectorate in the
president a cuspidor.
pre-eminen-

tly

i

mina seriously of trying to be of aid.
Mere money had been trted before
In various uplift" endeavors. There
must bo something new. Thompson
Seton. the writer of animals haunts
and habits, had seen the necessity for
the same thing in America and he
had been experimenting.
He had
aiiea the groups of lads he had gath-- j
ered together and trained In woods
Iore "Tim Woodcraft Indians."
Dan
Heard, then an editor, evolved an-- I
other society called "The Sons of
Daniel Hoone," afterward "The Boy
Pioneers of America."
It is really difficult to pin the badge
of honor for first thinking of the
scheme upon any one man. but It was
(ieneral Haden Powell who, with fine
experience as a constructionist, set
about the practical plans of the Boy
Scout movement.
He had shortly berore the organiza-lion was conceived, published a text
book on the subject of scouting for
soldiers.
This book was utilized by
various boys- clubB and private schools
with a surprising degree of interest,
so its author was encouraged to de

NO.

of Spsin In Boy Scout Costume.

this point to the statement accredited
to Major General Wood that "practically all wars have been fought by
boys."
French and English scouts have
played an Indirect part in the war.
In the former nation they have been
detailed to carry ' provisions to the
sick and wounded, care for old women, helpless men and children and ad
In reaping the crops upon which the
men at the front must depend,
lu
'.ho latter nation they have been detailed to guard bridges and, on occasions, aid the police in preserving order.
Everything lu the Hoy Scout s training appears to have fitted him for
war.
lie can inarch, find 'his way
through dense woods, slgtiaj tq hi

comrades either by the telegraph or
the signal Hag, pitch a camp and generally rely upoo himself.
He can
swim, shoot and run probably with
more swiftness than a heavier and old-

er soldier.
No less au authority than i.udftig
I, Dale of New York city, one oí the
national authorities on the movement
,
and a close friend of
hgt declared that in tima of m the
Boy Scouts' drill work aud training
In signaling would fit them for mill

-'

tional Book Cases and Unifiles

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,

I

-

vise some
plan for all
boys, whether belonging to clubs, going to private schools or living In
i he top of a
tenement or on some lone- ly farm.
The general, a colonel of
the Boer war, under Ixrd Edward Cecil, then got together some English
Hoys la .Surrey.
He told them some
thing of what the boys lu Mafeklng.
Africa, had done during the struggle
in the Transvaal, how Lord Cecil had
talked to them of scout tactics, drilled
them, and. giving them uniforms, made
them, the proud messengers of the
handful of weary men on the long ad
vanee line of Mafekmg.
The general needn't have told his
young audience how eager for duty
these reliefs of their lathers and eldor brothers the British boys on the
veldt were, as they rode on bicycles
from fort to fort with messages, acted
as orderlies, and never once chirked
the dimgers of a real firing line In a
real war. The boys, as they listened
to the story of 9 and the African
plains were bubbling over with desire
to learn not oaf something of oump
life during a battle, but the secrets
of nRture which their big friend told
them were hidden In the woods and
Rt reams, of "Merrle England."
s
idea was to "teach
the boys to teach themselves character." The word "bcouI" to young
America suggests FeutThore Coopei
and forgotten Indian trails, but young
England has Kipling as a reminder
that the frontier is still a pride In
-

their king's endeavor, tbat explbrlng
and colonizing is one of England's
policies, and that border life is just
as stirring and as necessary for the
glory of the union jack as wheu Sir
Walter Raleigh lived. Feudal knights,
too, and chivalrous scouts of peace
are heroes held before them, and
there
little doubt that knight errantry1 In all Its romance and color
has had much to do with the propa
ganda of the movement in Great Britain.
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Nearly all the training In all coun
tries Is given out of doors. Stars and
moon, rain aud sun, birds and butterflies, each have their part In the new
knowledge gained. Tracks and tracking are studied, and to become even
a "tenderfoot," In the language of the
scouts, a boy must prove, among SEEK RICH MAN'S LOST SON
other things, that he can trail In IS
minutes an obscure track half a mile Fortune in England Awaiting a Misslong. Before he can rise beyond the
ing Hslr If He Makes Claim
"tenderfoot" stage he must show tfiat
to It.
In
Are
out
the imen
he can make a
using not more than two matches
London. A missing aon, who la
Carry a lull line ol
anl there be able to cook a certain muí. il to a fortune if be claims it,
umount of moat and potatoes with- Is mentioned in the will of Mr. W illiam
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out other cooking utensils than his House Wbltti&ghani Upjohn, of Uuest-lln"billy can."
iiili, near Hastings, wbo died la
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London last May, leaving
ClMAHKON, N. M.
grpis.
260
WAS A THOUGHTFUL BUflQLAB
He bequeathed an annuity of
during splDsterhood to Isabel Elisabeth Tebblit, and aettled the rest of
Not Content With Jewels. He Steal
Ills property on bis children, Kosabel
Patrolman's Revolver and
Joyce and Reginald William Rouse UpEscapes With It.
AH trespassing in the W. S. Pastura in
john, and their Issue.
Ho directed that if bis trustees re- Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
enterprising burglar
Chicago-A- u
with a sense of humor, entered the ceive no claim from his son durlna IniiiiinK lishirig. pulling wild fruit, or cuthome of I'atrolmau Francis Tliurlej
ting tire wood, or for any purpose whatso-
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leading publish' rs of magazines have joined with us in one of the greatest subscription
ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to get a
yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
of our paper alone.
J In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
different
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magazines sell for as much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading ma'.ter,
including History, Music, Religioti, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events,
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions. General Farming, Dairy Farming,
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.
On account of the splendid contract we have made with the publishers of theae magailnea, we are able to give our readera a
choice of any one of the clubs In combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Just 25c more than the price of our paper alone.
This offer ia made to everybody. If you have never aubacribed to our paper before, we aak yon to take advantage of thla offer.
If you are a eubecriber to our paper we aak you to renew ao that you too, nary get 3 magazines eatra. Look over the liat and (elect
the club you like beat. Send your order today or give your order to our repreaentative or call at our office when in town. If you
are now a subscribe r to any of these magazines and want to renew Just aend your older to ua and we will have your subscription
extended. If your subscription to our paper is past due, we advise you to pay up and take advantage of this bargain. If you are in
the habit of buying your magazines through other channels, we aak you to juatty compare our chiba and prices with that of any
other offer you receive. You, no doubt, are now a eubecriber to some of these periodicals. Von can save money by sending your
renewal order to as. Here is a chance to get your home paper and a yearly aupply of good reading at a real bargain. If you want
one or more of these magazines aent to different addresses, just mention it.
TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS
I

I

I
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(with fras pattern )
Farm Life
Everyday Life
CLUB No. a
Woman's World
Peoples Popular Monthly
Qentlewoman
CLUB Na. S
Hearth and Home
Farm Life
Household Maaailne
C.I.I' H No. 4
American Woman
Farm Life
Household Quest
CLUB No. S
Today (with fires psttern)
Farm Llfs
Household II acailne
CLUB No. e
Today's (with free pattern)
Everyday I tie
Qentlewoman
McCalt'a

GREEN'S

Fruit Grower

CLUB No. 7

Fancy work Magatlne
Everyday Lift
Woman's World
CLUB Me.
--Xirin and Fireside
aw om&n'e World
Home Life

a

CLUB No.

Form snd Home
Woman's World
Household Quest

,

ELABORATE EXHIBITS

Spectacular Attractions
Five Record Breaking Races Each Day

Everything To Entertain

AND NEIGHBORS ABOUT THIS BIG OFFER

CLUB Ne. lO

Todsy's (with free psttern)
Womsn's World
Home Life

CLUB

New Mexico

Raton, Sept. 30, Oct 1, 2 and 3

$2.

SEVERAL

Kimball's
Dairy Farmer- -

Northern

FAIR!

S$J

Our Paper and Any One of These Clubs

$2.

iíTá

New 1 1

Oood Stories

Fsrm Llfs
Everyday Life

CLUB N.. I a
Green's Fruit Grower
Everyday Life
Farm Llfs
CLUB No. IS
Todsy's (with free pattern)
Prairie Farmer
Household Magsgine

CLUB

ti.

IS

Todsy's 'with free pattern
Qentlewoman
Home Life

I

)

CLUB No. IS

Successful Farming
Horns Life
Everyday Life

CLUB

Farmer's Wife
Home Life
Everyday Llfs

N.

ao

CLUB No. SI

Happy Hours.
Farm Life
Gentlewoman

SPECIAL CLUB Same. Price mm Others
Poultry from
rmrm Llfm

Wommn'm World
Homo Llfo
CLUB No. 14

People's Popular Monthly
Fsrm Progress
Woman's World

CLUB No. 15

Poultry Item
Todsy's (with free pattern)
Fsrm Lite
CLUB No. If)
Boys' Mngasinc
HomeLI fe
Qentlewoman

CLUB No. 17

Kimball's Dairy Farmer
Horns Life
Qentlewomsa

I

Ne. ao

H

Fancywork Matgealne
Gentlewoman
Today's i with free pattern)

ci. i

.. a?

ii

KaneaeClty Weekly Star
Farm Life
Everyday Life

CLUB Ne. 38

Gentlewoman
Woman'e World
Home Life

n. ao

ctrjB

Cow Men's Reunion and Cele
bration Friday October 2nd

Kaneae City Weekly Star
Everyday Life
Home Lift

CLUB No. SO

Southern Ru.allet
Home Life

Gentlewoman

ctvn

CLUB No. SI
Farmer'eWkly. Diapateh8t. Paul
Home Lile
Farm Life

CLUB No. 38

Rural Weekly (St Paul)
Gentlewoman
Everyday Life
CLUB Mo. SS
American Home
Woman'e World
Gentlewoman

No. a a
Farm, Stock and Horn
Womio'ii World
Home Life
Vegetable Grower
Today's (with free pattern)
Everyday Llit
CI IT II No. 94
Woman'e World
Farra Life
Today, (with free pattern)

IB
Woman'e Home Weekly
Woman'e World
Home Lite
CI.

Ne. a5

CLUB No.

Make this a Week of Education and
Enjoyment. A Fair Investment a Visit
to this Fair.

sa

CLUB No. 84

McCalla (with free pattern)
Everyday Life
Household Gueat

BETTER

BABIES CONTEST

Entries close Sept. 26. Contest examinations
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday

Get a race program and Premium List
of the Secretary and arrange to attend

TE

C. O. Fisher, Secy.
BBal

f??f?-?í-

í

John Morrow, Pres.

NOTICE

gBaa

NOTICE

FLUME

BUILDING

and bowlders, or projecting points of
bluffs, or to trestle, or even tunnel,
to eliminate abrupt ourves or main
tain an even grade.
Telephones are recommended
as
Forest Service in Bulletin Tells
adjuncts to the operation of a flume
of Different Types.
By tbelr use a aertous break or jam
can be reported Immediately to the
head of the flume to prevent further
Kind la. Mors Efficient Than shipment of material. A telephone
Form Is
also makes it possible to notify tintha Box or Square-Sidemen at the upper end of the flume
Ons of Conclusions Reached by
Just what material to ship and when
Department of Agricultura.
to ship It.
A flume recently built on Rochai
Wutoliigton That the V hut
timber flume la a more efficient type creek, near St. Joe, Idaho, Is cited us
form la a good example of modern
tliu.ii the box or square-aideone of the conclusions reac.'ied by (he flume construction. This flume, which
large and built to handle
department of agriculture In a bul- is
letin lisued on flumes and Hunting. heavy logs and long timbers, Is said
wood mi flume requires to have cost approximately $8,000 pel
The
less water and, on the average, les, mile for the Ave miles of Its length
'
repairs than the pther type, Is belter Including the cost of constructing e
wagon
telephone
road
equipment
and
steep
on
adapted to act aa a slide
grades, and offers fewer chances for Other flumea are cited costing In. in
2,000 to $:.;
a mil.
Jama. Concerning a third t) pe the
"sectional" metal flume, semicircular
DIG UP PREHISTORIC
RELICS
In form. he prediction Is tnade that
t ulli come Into wide use. Such a
flume s strong and llfiht, ami can bs Bonea ot a Lion Found Below One
quickly taken apart and transported
of tha Streets In tha English
Metropolis.
from one place to another to be set
up again.
1. 01, dun
Authorities at the Houtl
When building flumes a good plan.
Kensington Museum of Natural bis
Mtys the department, is to erect
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small sawmill at or near (he upper tory have determined that the
end of the flume location to saw out bones of a lion's leg and of a mam
which were recently dls
the lumber needed for construction moth's hip.
floated down covered 36 feet below the surface o
Suri material can
(b flume as fast as the latter is built 8)eet street, belong to the Hlelstocent
period
These prehistoric relics wen
and used for further extension.
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Por handling railroad cross ties, found the
skull of a woolly rhinoceros
rants, poles, cord wood and the like, where
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a flume with the sidos of tl.. V 3U bones of the reindeer and
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Inches In hetgbt la large enough, for tlnct great
ago.
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Is common enough to flud Ho
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height
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man relics when excavating In thi
forty to sixty Inchea Is recommendcity of Loudon, but foasili
ed The beet angle for the V la put at center, or
of the t'letstocene age are so rare u
99 degrees.
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1st) Isles.
teen per cent wherever possible, und
'During the period ot the earth')
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University Extension Work
complishing Big Results.

Ac-

Bureau of Education In Waehlngtor
Describes How Universities and
Colleges Ara Reaching Thousands of Students In U. .

Is hereby given that the property of the
URRACA RANCH as defined by a deed
recorded July list, igio, in the office of
the Recorder of Colfax county, New Mexico, on pages 478 and following from Stanley McCormick to Geo. H. Webster, Jr.,
Mrs. C. M. Rohr went to Raton, has been created a Game and Fish PreWednesday to attend tbe marriage serve under licenses issued by the State
Game Warden of New Mexico, on July
of Miss Christina Robr and Mr.
lib, 191 3, for a period or ten 1 10 years.
Dave Thompson, at tbe home of
Under said license, all game quadrupeds,
tbe bride's parents, Wednesday ame birds and game fish become the proevening at 8 o'clock. The bride perty of the owner and no fishing or huntis tbe daughter of Mr. and Mrs ing on said Urrsca Ranch will be permitted under full penalty of law, without
Fred Rohr of Raton and has s hoe t written permission from tbe owner or his
of friends throughout the county authorized sgent.
s
1

The groom is a valued employe at
No hunting , permits will be
the Santa Fe shops where he has sued during the year 191 4.
sn enviable reputation. Thev will
Geo. H. Webster,
both make their home in Raton after a

How universities and colleges,
public and private, In every state in
weeding tour.
tbe Union, are reaching with Instruc- brief
tion, not only students who come for
the regular college course, but aleo longer do colleges and' universities
thouaanda of other men and woman confine their work within their own
eager for educational opportunltlaa, la walla. More and more they attempt
described in a bulletin on "University to reach all the people of tbe commuExtension In the United 8tata," pub- nities tp which they minister.
The
lished by ike bureau of education, campus of the state university baa
it un L, E. Reber,
come to be coextensive with tbe bordirector of the
department of the Univaralty ders of tbe state whose people tax
of Wisconsin and a leader In the movethemselves for Its support.
ment to mak;e the university serve the
"The great universities with large
state, Is the compiler of the bureau's endowments attempt to serve still fhrg
bulletin on the subject.
r areas la this popular way. Wber
Dean Reber shows that, while ele- aver men and women labor In the
menta of university extenalon work heat, or toll In the sbadowa. in field,
appear aa early as 1831 In the United or forast, or mill or shop or mfne. In
States, the real beginning of the move- legislative halls or executive offices,
ment wm in 1887. and its most rapid tn society or In the home, at any taak
development baa taken place la the requiring an exact knowledge of facts
last half doxen years
principle, or laws, there tbe modern
In 18l twenty-eigh- t
states and ter university sees both Its duty and Its

rttorlea reported university extenalon opportunity."
In some form
Between Ua and 1908
twelve institutions oraiilllínH silanalnn
teaching, mainly tn agriculture, and MANGLED BOY DEFIES PAI5
o twenty-onsince
others have reorganised their extension work on a One Leg Severed, the Other Crushed,
He Refuses Drugs Until Death
basis of separate divisions or departe

ments.
Hegtnnlng largely aa correspond
ence, bulletin, and nackaea ltbrmrr
work, university extension has now
come to Include! all university service
done away from the Institution, aa
well aa a certain kind of work done
within the institution, auoh aa popular

have bought tbe Cox Bldg.
south of depot, known as tbe
Bowling Alley; also all and
band goods contained therein
Have moved my shoe shop,
and business will be conducted there in future. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
I

Comes.
Ha.

e.

Re-Open-

Grand Hotel

ed

is-

Jr.

NOTICE
All trespassing on the Urraca Ranch
property, in Colfax county, whether for the
purpose of hunting, fishing, gathering wild
truit or cutting fire wood or any other purpose whatsoever, without permission, is
strictly prohibited, and all such trespass-ser- a
will be prosecuted to the full extent
of the law.
Geo. H. Webster. Jr.

The Grand Hotel has been
and in the future
the dining room will be conducted at the same old rates.
Board $5.25: with room $7
re-ope-

Good Meals

Clean Beds

Mrs. S. Smith
Falls Down Stairs;

Breaks Collar Bone

AVISO.

Mars Countenance

El tres pasar sobre la propriedad del
obn Mundy is wearing bis right
rancho de la Urraca, en el Condado da
in a sling as a result of havarm
ya
fin
con el
Colfax sea
de casar pescan o
rt
recoger frota silvestre o cortar lena oi otro ing his collar bone broken tbe
of tbe week at tbe Oxford cafe.
fio cualesquiera sin permiso se prohibe
Y todos aquellos quienes While descending tbe stairs, his
estrictamente.
traspasaren sersn prosecutsdoe al plano foot in some manner slipped causextsoto de la ley.
ing him to lose his equilibrium,
Geo. H. Webster. Jr.
falling down
flight.
lat-pa-

remarkable
exhibition of fortitude under pain wit
AVISO
nessed here tbe other day brought
tears to the ayes of railroad men and
police who carried the mangled body
William Harklns
of fourteen-year-olBl trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
short courses, conferences, extra lec- to the Mercy hospital.
en el Candado de. Colfax con la mira d
With one leg eevertd at the hip and yatS, pexca, recoger fruta silvestre o cortures, and tbe like Many of tbe universities give correspondence courses the otber smashed to a pulp from the til mesera seca o para cuatesquieraotroc
knee down, tbe lad told how ha had fin sin
In college subjects ui.d allow credit
permiso; se prohibe est rictament
for SUOb work toward the regular col attempted to ride s freight train and c
equellos que asi traspasarenseran
bad fallen under the wheels.
(eglate degreea.
al leño de la ley.
Kor more than three hours young
In discussing Dean Reber findings.
Doctor Claxtou, United States eommie-lloue- r Harklaa remained conscious, refugian- I 'or ti- i.mado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
la Compnaia de Reces del W, 8.
te take drugs until be died.
of education, declares,;
"Mp
Wllkes-Barr-

LEVI MANN

A

d

prosa-cutado- a

tbe entire
His
countenance was somewhat disfigured from tbe accident. He is
recovering rapidly.
Tbe district court wilt convene
at tbe county seat next Monday tor
the fall session, and this week tbe
cases sre appearing before the
grand jury.
District Attorney
Remlev is attending to court matters in connection with tbe grand
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The Land of Broken Promises
B? DANE COOUDGE
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leaving a great silence where all bad
been bugle-call- s
and excitement, and
then the first fugitive came In from

down below.
He was an old Mexican, with trembling beard and stering eyes, and he
we.
Hi
told a tale of outrage tbat made their
to
vhloa Krurer had blood run cold. The
had
bio
und he had uan
eha
come to bis house at night; they had
la br ona Aragón,
Th
ntljr apant a large allied his wife and son, left him upon
aun
attempt to
tha land to the ground for dead, and carried off
i and Da
hla daughter, a prisoner.
r whara tha mine.
But later, when tha comisarlo questioned him sharply. It developed that
haa
ho lived not far away, had no daughtha
pre
con protaati and ter to lose, and was, In fact, only a
a hla clalin. Bud
crated old man who told for trutb that
Tal entanglements
tarfectlng a valid which he feared would happen.
len pari na atten-htaNotwithstanding the denouement,
d
on to Am
Gracia,
cidea to turn
gat tha title his story stirred the Mexican populaIn Mf own r
nbjectn to PhH's tion to the depths, and when Bud and
raann falla In hla
attention to
attempt to 1r
r tha claim. Reb
Phil tried to hire men to push the
ala ara npor
work on the mine, they realized that
their troubdea had begun. Not only
CHAPTER XI Continuad,
was tt Impossible to engage laborers
"It la" the desire of the Yaquis," he at any price, but on the following day
had said, when rebuked for serving Cruz Mendos, with his wife and chilunder the bated flag of Mexico, "to kill dren and all his earthly possessions
Mexicans. And," be added grimly, "the on his burros, came hurrying in front
federals at this time seem best able the camp and told them he could serva
them no more
to give us guns for that purpose."
"It Is my wivman!" he explained;
But tt had been a year now since
Bule had passed his word and, though "my Maria! Ah, If those revoltosos
tbey had battled valiantly, their land should see Maria they would steal her
had not been given back to them. The before my eyes!"
So he was given his pay and the
wild Yaquis, the Irreconcilable who
never came down from the hills, had fifty dollars he had earned and, after
gone on the warpath again, but Bule the customary "Muchas gracias," and
with the faithful Maria by his side, he
and his men still served.
Only In two things did they disobey went hurrying off to the store.
And now In crowded vehicles, with
their officers they would not stack
(heir arms, and they would not retreat armed men riding In front and behind,
while there were still more Mexicans the refugees from Moctezuma and the
to be killed. Otherwise they were hot .country began to pour Into town,
adding by their very haste to the panic
try good soldiers.
But now, after the long campaign In of all who saw them.
They were the rich property owners
Chihuahua and a winter of Idleness at who,
having been subjected to forced
Agua Negra, they were marching
south toward their native land and, In contribution before, were now fleeing
pite of the stern glances of their lead- at the first rumor of danger, bringing
ers, they burst forth In weird Yaqul their families with them to escape any
songs which. If their words had been being held for ransoffi.
In half a day the big hotel presided
known, might easily have caused their
Mexican officers some slight uneasi- over by Don uan de Dloa Bracha-mont- e
was swarming with staring-eyeness.
country mothers and sternly subIt was. In fact, only a question of
days, months, or years until the entire dued families of children; and finalYaqul contingent would desert, taking ly, to add eclat to the occasion and
their arms and ammanltton with them. compensate for the general confusion,
"Gee, what a bunch of men!" ex- Don Cipriano Aragón y Tres Palacios
claimed Bud, as he stood off and ad- came driving up to the door with his
wife and the smiling Gracia.
mired their stark forma.
If she had been In any fear of cap"There's some genuine fighters for
you." he observed to Phil; and a giant ture by bold marauders, Gracia AraYaqul, standing near, returned his gón did not show It now, as she sprang
lightly from the carriage and waited
praise with a smile.
"W'y, hello there. Amigo!" balled upon her lady mother. Perhaps, after
Bud, jerking bis head In a friendly sa- a year or more of rumors and alarms,
lute. "That's a feller I was making she hsd come to look upon Impending
signs to up In Agua Negra," he ex- revolutionary conflicts as convenient
plained. "Dogged If I ain't stuck on excuses for a trip to town, a long stop
those Yaquis they're all men, believe' at the hotel, and even a daah to gay
f
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me!"

Gadsden

In

case the rebels pressed

"Good workers, all right," conceded close.
However that may be, while Don
De Lancey, "but I'd bate to have 'ens
get after me with those guns. They Juan exerted himself to procure them
say they've killed a lot of Americans, a good room she endured the gaze of

one time and another."
"Well. If they did It was for being
caught In bad company," said Hooker.
"I'd tako a chance with 'em any time
but If you go Into their country
with a Mexican escort they'll kill you
on general principles. Say," be cried
Impulsively, "I'm going over to talk
with Amigo!?
With a broad grin on hla honeat face
he advanced toward the giant Yaqul
and shook bands ceremoniously.
"Where you got" he Inquired In

Spanish, at the same time rolling a
cigarette and asking by a sign for a
match.
"Moctezuma," answered the Indian
gravely. Then, as Bud offered him the
makings, be, too, rolled a cigarette
and they smoked for a minute In
silence.
"Vou live hereT" Inquired the Yaqul
at last.
"Come here," corrected Bud,
T
have mine Un miles over there,"
He pointed with the flat of hla hand,
Indian fashion, and Amigo nodded undent tandingly.
He waa a fino figure of a man. standing six feet or better In his well-cu- t
aandala and handling his heavy Mau
sar as a child would swing a stick.
Across his broad chest he wore a full
cartridge bait, and around his waist
he had two more, flUod to the last
hole with cartridges and loaded clips.
At his feet lay his blanket, bound Into
a tight roil, and a canteen and coffee
cup completed hts outfit, which, so far
as Impedimenta were concerned, was
simplicity Itself.
But Instead of the cheap linen uniform ol- - tha federals be was dressed
In good American clothes a strips
shirt, overalls, and a sombrero banded
with a blight ribbon and in place of
he beaten, hunted look of those poor
conscripta be had the steady gaae of
a free man.
They stood and smoked for a taw
momenta, talking briefly, and then, as
the Yaquis dosed up their ranks and
anarched off to make camp for Uta
night, Bud presented his st range
Mend with the sack of tobaos and
waot back to Jots his partner.
That evening tha das waa filled
srlth tha wildest rumors, and another
train arrived daring tae night, but
through It all Bud and PhU remained
sarimprsaead.
in the morn'ug the sol
eas asamblea- - off down tha trad.

mothers: and the little band of Fortuna Americans, to whom life for some
months had been a trifle burdensome,
awoke suddenly to tha beauty of tba
evening.
And among tha rest of the maidens,
but far more ravishing and high-brewalked Grada Aragón, at whom Bud
In particular stole many secret glances
from beneath the broad brim of bis
bat, hoping that by some luck tha Insurrectos would come upon tha town,
and he could defend her he alone.
Por he fait that he could do It against
any' hundred Mexicans thU ever
breathed.
CHAPTER

XII.

In its Inception the Fortuna hotel
had not been Intended for the use of
Mexicans In fact. Its rates were practically prohibitive for anyone not being paid In gold but, since most of

the Americans had left, and seven dollars a day Max was no deterrent to the
rich refugee land owners. It became
of a sudden international, with a fine
Spaniards and
mixture of purse-prouAmerican adventurers.
Not a very pleasing combination for
the parents of romantic damsels destined for some prearranged marriage
of state, but very exciting for the damsels and most provocative to tha Americans.
After the promenade in tha plasa
the mothers by common consent preempted tbe upstairs reception-room- ,
gathering their precious charges in
close; while the Americana, attar their
custom, foregathered in tha lobby,
convenient to the bar. Hot arguments about the revolution, and predictions of events to come served to
pass the early evening, with many
scornful glances at the Mexican dandles who went so Insolently up the
stairs. And then, aa tbe refugees retired to their apartments and tha spirit
of adventure rose uppermost. Phil Lie
Lancey made a dash out Into the
darkness and came back with a Mexican string band.
"A serenade, boys!" he announced,
aa
musicians filed sheepishly luto
the hotel. "Our guests, tbe fair señoritos, you know I We'll make those
young Mexican dudes look like
before the war la over. Who's
game now for a song beneath the
You know the old stand-by- s
'La Paloma' and 'Teres i ta Mia' and
you want to listen to me sing 'Ma Gustan Todas' to Gracia, the falraat of tbe
fair! Come on, fellows, out In the
plaza, and then listen to tba dd folks
cuss!"
They adjourned then, after a drink
for courage, to the moonlight and tun
plaza; and there, beneath tha shuttered windows and vacant balconies,
the gultara and violins tjok up "La
Paloma," while Phil and a few brave
race-prou-
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De Lancey,

utrummlng a few synco- sight, he ordered supplies at tha store
pated chords; "I'm singing to his and engaged .'rat Mandas who had
spout his fortune In three days to
At that Don Juan came down off tha pack the goods oat on his mules.
porch in his slippers and they s figs gad
Tbey were ready to start tha next
in a protracted argument
morning If De Lancey could ba found
"What, don't I get a word?" de- to order tba powder and tools, and as
manded Phtl grievously, "not a pleaa-an-t tha afternoon wore oa and no Phil
look from anybody? 'Swee-ea- t
appeared. Bad went on a long hunt
honey-bee- ,
ba sweat to me!'" ha which finally discovered him in the
pleaded, turning pathetically to tba baloouy of thdr window, making signs
lady's balcony; and then, with a sud- in the language of the "bear," a a
den flourish, a white handkerchief ap- man who flirts with a woman la Mexpeared through the crack of the shut- ico Is called.
ters and Gracia waved him good night
"Say, Phil," he hailed, disregarding
' Enough.
Don 3uan!" hn cried, lay- hla rtardner'n obvious prejoccupatloB ;
ing down tha guitar with a thump; "break away for a minute and tell me
"this ends our evening's entertain- what kind of powder to gat to break
ment!"
that schist the store doses at Ave
After pacing and thanking the stolid o'clock, and "
musicians Phil joined Bud and tha
He thrust his head out the door as
pair adjourned to their room, where, he spoke and pausad, abashed.
la the Intervals of undressing. Phil Through the
portal of the
next balcony but one he beheld the
golden hair of Gracia Aragón, and she
fixed her brown eyes upon him with
a datslkng, mischievous smile.
"O ho!" murmured Bud, laying a compelling hand on De Lancey and hackflaa
ing swiftly out of range; "so this Is
what you're up to talking signs! But
any, Phil," he continuad, beckoning
him peremntorily with a jerk of hla
head, "I got ten men hired and a lot
of grub bought and If you don't pick
out that mining stuff we're going to
lose a day. So get the lady to excuse
half-close-

love-makin- g

Gracia Waved Him

Good-Nigh-

t

two-spot- s

(spirits sang.

A silence followed tbelr first attempt, as well as their second and
third, and tire comisarlo of police, a
mild creature owned and paid by the
compauy, came around and made a
few Ineffectual protests.
But inside the company's concession, where by common consent the
militant rurales kept' their hands off,
the Americans knew they were safa,
and they soon jollied the comisarlo
Into taking a drink and departing.
Then De Lancey took up tbe burden,
and the etring band, hired by the hour,
strummed on as If for eternity.
One by one the windows opened;
fretful fathers stepped out on the balcony and, bound by the custom and
conveutlon of the country,
them and bade them good night. But
the two windows behind which tha
Señor Aragón and his family reposed
did not open and, though the dwindling band stood directly under their
balcony, and all knew that his daughter was the falreat of the fair, Don
Cipriano did not wish them good night.
Perhaps he recognized the leading
tenor and the big voice of Bud
Hooker, trying to still the riot bat,
however it was, he would not speak
to them, and Da Lancey would not
quit.
"Try 'em on American music!" ha
cried, aa everyone but Bud went away
in disgust, "the latest rag from Broad-wa-aNew York. Hera, gimme that
guitar, hombre, and listen to this

now I"
He picked out a clever bit of syncopation and pitched his voice to a

heady twang:

"Down In tha carSen whara the red raaaa
stow.
Oh my. X Ions to sal
Pluck ma Ukt a Bower, cuddle me an boar.
Uvtt 1st ma learn tba Iteds Rob k hI"

There was soma swing to that, and
it aeemed to make an impression, for
"You Live Here?" Inquired the Yaqul. just as be was well started on tha
chorus the slats of one of the shuttha American guests with becoming ters parlad and a patch of white shone
placidity and, as that took some time, through tbe spaces. It was the ladles,
she even ventured to look the Ameri- then, who were getting Interested I
cans over and make some comments Phil walled on:
to her mother.
honey-baSwa-aba sweat to mal
Mr heart la free, bat beret the keyr
And then or so It seemed to Bud
positively,
he could see
then,
up
And
quickly
glanced
and
tha mother
fixed her eyes upon him. After tbat that patch of white beat time. Ha
ba was In less of a hurry to return to took heart of grace at tbat and sang
tha mine, and Phil said they wouH on to the and, and at a suggestion of
be gave an anstay Inside for a week. But aa for clapping In dumb-shoDon Cipriano, when he came across core and ragged It over again.
" 'Everybody's doin it, doln' It. dota'
them in tha, crowded lobby he glared
past them with malignant Insolence UP" ha began, aa the shadow dance
ceased.
and abruptly turned bis back
" Honey, I declare. It's a bear, It's a
At La Fortuna ba was the lord and
master, with power to forbid them the bear, It's a boar!'" he continued
placa; but now onoa more the fortunes temptingly, and waa well on his way
of war bad turnad against blm. and be to further extravagancies when tha
figura In white swiftly vanished and a
waa forced to tolerate tbelr presence.
Tha band played in (ha plasa that door slammed hard inside the house.
Bsveral minutas later the form of
evening, it being Thursday of tae
week, and as tae cornet lad with "La Don Juan appeared at the lower door,
Paloma," and tba baas viol and guitars and In no uncertain tones he requested
boat tba measure, all feel soasa ad to them to cease.
"Tha Señor Aragón Informs me," tut
tara ta that direction, and tba fear of
aatd, "that your made annoys him."
tha raiders waa stilled.
"Wall, let blm come to the balcony
Around and around the band stsnd
and ta aad out beneath tha trees tba and say hts 'buenas ñochas, " anpleeaur lovln maideua rout down swered Phil resentfully
a,

you and come on now."
"In a minute," pleaded Phil, and he
went at the end of Ms allotted time,
and perhaps It was the Imp of jealousy
that put strength Into Hooker's arm.
"Well, that's all right," sdd Bud. as
Phil began hie laughing excuses; "but
you want to remember the Ma'ne,
pardner we didn't come down here to
play the bear. When they's any
to be done I want to be In
on It And you want to remember that
promise you made me you said you
wouldn't have a thing to do with the
Aragón outfit unless I was with you!"
"Why, you aren't you aren't ded-otra- ,
are you. Bud?"
"Yea, I'm jealous!' answered Hooker
harshly; "jealous as the devil! And
I want you to keep that promise, aee?"
"Aw, Bud " began De Lancey Incredulously; but Hooker silenced htm
with a look. Perhaps he was really
jealous, or perhaps be only add so to
have his way, but P.bll saw that ha
was In earnest, and he went quietly
by his side.
But love had set his brain In a
whirl, and be thought no more of his
promise only of some subtler way of
meeting bis Inamorata, some way
which Bud would fall to see.

favored the occupants of the adjoining
apartments with an aria from "Beautiful Doll."
But for all such nights of romance
and music there is always a morning
afterward; and a fine tenor voice set
to ragtime never helped much In tha
development of a mine. Though Bud
had remained loyally by his friend In
lils evening serenade he. for one, never
forgot for a moment that tbey were
in Fortuna to work the Eagle Tail
and not tc win the hearts of Spanlsn-Mexlcaseñoritas, no matter bow attractive they might ba. '
Bud was a practical man who. If ha
ever made love, would doubtless do
It In a perfectly businesslike way,
without hiring any string bands. But
at the same time he was willing to
make some concessions.
"Well, go ahead and get your sleep,
then," be growled, after trying three
times In the morning to get his pard-ne- r
up; "I'm goidg out to the mine!"
Then, with a saddle-guunder his
knee and his
hung at his
hip, he rode rapidly down the road,
turning out from time to time to let
long cavalcades of mules string by.
The dead-eyearrieros, each with his
mule-blin- d
combined
and whiplash
swinging free, seemed to have very
little on their minds but their
and yet tbey must be three
days out from Moctezuma.
Their mules, too, were well loaded
with the products of the hot country
fanegas of corn In red leather sacks,
oranges and fruits In hand-madcrates, pan oches of sugar In balanced
for
frames, long joints of sugar-canthe (lujoa, pediera, and nothing to Indicate either haste or flight.
s
Three times he let long
go by without a word, and then at last,
overcome by curiosity, he Inquired
about the revoltosos.
"What revoltosos?" queried the old
man to -- whom he spoke.
"Why, the man of Bernardo Bravo."
answered Bud; "tbe men who are
marching to take Moctezuma."
"When I left Moctezuma," returned
tha old man politely, "all was quiet
there were no revoltosos. Since then,
I cannot say."
"But tha soldiers!" cried Bud.
"Surely you saw tbem! They were
marching to fight the rebels."
"Perhaps so," shrugged the arria ro,
laying the Utah of hla topojo across
the rump of a mule; "but I know nothing about It"
"No," muttered Bud, as ha continued
on his wsy; "and I'll bat nobody else
does."
Inquiry showed that In this, too, ha
was correct. From those who traveled
fast and from those who traveled alow
be received the same wondering answer the country might be filled with
revoltosos; but as for them, they
knew nothing about it.
Not until ha got back to Fortuna
and the busy federal telegraph wire
did he hear any more news of rapine
and bloodshed, and the light which
dawned upon him then waa gradually
dawning upon tbe whole town.
It was a tdaa alarm, given oat for
"
purposes of state aad tbe "higher
wito which Mexico Is cursed, and
the most that was ever seen of Bernardo Bravo and his lawless men was
twenty miserable creatures,
but with guns In tbelr bands,
who bad coma down out of tha mountains east of Moctezuma aad killed a
few cows for beef.
Thoroughly disgusted, and yat
vaguely alarmad at this bit of opere-boutf- e
warfare. Bud sat himself resolutely to work to hunt up mea for
their mina, and, as many poor people
war out of employment bacanas of
n
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For sixty daye and more, while the
weather had been turning from cold
to warm and they had been laboring
feebly to clear away the great slide
of loose rock that covered up the
ledge, the Kagle Tdl mine had remained a mystery.
Whether Jtke the old Eagle Tall of
frontier fable, It waa so rich that only
the eagle'a head was needed to turn
gold
the chunks Into twenty-dolla- r
pieces; or whether, like many other
frontier mines, it was nothing but a
hole In the ground, was a matter still
to be settled. And Bud, for one, was
determined to settle it quickly.
"Come on," he said, aa Phil hesitated to open up tbe way to the lead;
"we got a month, maybe less, to get to
the bottom of this; and then the hills
will be lousy with rebela If tbey's
nothing here, we want to find out
about It quick and skip and If we
strike it, by grab, they dn't enough
In Sonora to pry me
loose from It. So show these hombres
where to work and we'll be up against
rock by the end of the week."
The original Eagle Tall tunnel had
been driven Into the side of a steep
hill; so steep, In fact that the loose
shale stretched In long shoots from
the base of the frowning porphyry
dikes that crowned the tops of the
bills to the bottom of the canyon. On
either side of the discovery gulch
sharp ridges, perforated by the gopher-hole- s
of the Mexicans and tha ancient
workings of the Spaniards, ran directly up the hill to meet the contact
But It was agdnat the face of the big
rldgo Itself that Kruger bad driven
his drift and exploded bis glsnt blast
of dynamite, and the whole slope had
been dtered and covered with a slide
of rock.

French Treaty Is Approved.
A y res
The senate approved

Buenos

ie two governFourteen Billions Wsr's Yearly Cost.
Paris Fourteen billion dollars la
the yearly cast of tbe present war,
according to the Gorman export. Captain Henke. The cost to Germany and
France, each wLh 3,000,000 men, la
. ut at $2,800,000,000 each, while the
cost to Russia, with 4,000,000 men, la
put at $3.800.000.000.
Unemployed Throng City of Vienna.
Venice A graphic picture of conditions of life In Vienna is revealed In
the official statement of the mayor of
Vienna that his city Is supporting the
fsmllles of 82,000 reservists at a dally
ccihI of $00.000. and In addition Is endeavoring to provide for 100,000 unemployed and another 100,000 fugitives
from Galicia and the crown land of
Bukowina.
For the fugitives the city
up to September 25 bad expended
$1,000.000.

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS TO DENVER
Oayllgnt Run Mads by Autos in Four
teen Hours.
Denver The practicability of a
daylight run by automobile from

Steamboat Springs to Denver has beau
demonstrated. A party of residente
from Steamboat Springs, Craig, Hay-deand other points In northwestern
Colorado accomplished the trip In
fourteen hours. Leaving Steamboat
Springs at 6 a. m the first of tha
party arrived la Denver at 8 p. no.
the same day.
The route followed the new forest
service road over Rabbit Ear pass for
a diaaance of twelve miles, then over
the old road along Park rango, striking the Midland Trail at Kremmling.
The trip Is said to have been made
primarily for the purpose of trying
out the new link In the Rabbit Bar
read across the continental divide
within the Routt national forest. This
portion of tbe road was constructed
by the forost service In
with tha state and Routt county.
According to forestry officials of
Denver, the road engineer of the forest service now has a party on the
ground making final survey of the
remaining portion of the highway
leading through the forest, which la
to be built In
with Grand
and Jackson counties. It is expected
that the entire road will be completed
in another year.
n

HEALTH

SEEKERS' BUREAU.

Denver. A Health Seekers' Bureau,
equipped to give advice and Informahealth-seeker- s
tion to
to
Colorado has been established here by

the Denver Visiting Nurse Aasoda
tlon. The aim of the Bureau is to
post health seekers upon the necesity
of taking proper hygienic care of themselves, and so not depending futilely
upon the sole benefits of the Colorado
eUmato for their recovery.
Accordingly, the bureau seeks to get
In touch with healtb-seekernot only
upon their arrival at Denver, but even
before they make the journey, so aa
to give prospective newcomers the Indispensable advantage of knowing
how to care for themselves, and dso
to assist them In finding sanitary and
hygienic quarters.
The work of the bureau la under
the supervision of A. H. Ortmeyer,
who himself came to Denver fifteen
months ago from Chicago In the advance rtages of tuberculosis.
Since
hla recovery he has devoted blmadt
actively to the eenae of strangers here
In quest of health.
Through the
Health Seekers Bureau he is able to
do In a more consistent and organlsecd
way what heretofore he could do In
only an individual and haphazard
s

Agdnat this slide. In the daya when way.
they were marking time. Bud and hts
pardner bad directed their energies,
Durni foEtan Ol ben
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Colorado
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Nature aa Sculptor.

A

redly remarkable natural cario

tty la the tree known aa the "Black
It
Boy," near Tdlangatta. Victoria
gdned Its name from the curious
formation assumed by a portior of th
trunk In Its process of decay, the
likeness to a boy about to make a
leap being extraordinary. Owia- to
Its elevated position, this "statue"
stands out la quita a startling
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CIMARRON NEWS.

LATEST NEWS

Mnir-o'-s

EPITOMIZED
PROM

TELEGRAPHIC
REPORT!
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
VENTS.

OF MOST

INTEREST

KEEPING THE READER POSTEO
OH MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPICS.

Watra N.wrp.r

Union Nw Sar.lca
WESTERN.

At a meeting of business men at
the Chamber of Commerce la Cincinnati a movement was aet on foot to
buy 100,000 balea of cotton at $60 a
bale.

Resolutions approving a central labor union bank in Indianapolla were
passed by the International
Assorla-lio-n
of Bridgend
Structural Iron
Workers in international convention.
Jeff McLemore of Houston was declared Democratic nominee for
from Texaa, over
Walter f. Lane of Auatln, who had
contested tbe count of the July primary vote.
The Colorado coal operators stated
In Denver that they will take
no
further action in connection with the
settlement of the coal strike until an
answer to tnelr Joint letter addressed
to President Wtlaon has been received.
Charlea F. Clyne. United 8tatea dis-triattorney, began an investigation
In Chicago into the complaints alleging that the Elgin butter and egg
board ia violating the federal Injunction restraining the "price fixing" of
butter.
Equal auffrage, a question up for
vote at the coming general election,
has been indorsed by the convention
of the Nevada Federation of Women's
Thirty-seveClubs.
out of sixty-twdelegates from all parts of the state
voted for the resolution.
Rise In food prices, particularly the
price of sugar, following the European
war, cannot be blamed upon local
wholesale grocers, according to the
report of tbe federal grand jury made
t Taruma, Wash. Supply and demand, the jury said, caused the adn

o

vance.

Tbe Rev. O. Hedeen of Chicago was
chosen president of the Swedish Baptist conference of America, which
closed Its annual meeting at St. Paul,
Minn. Tbe Rev. F. Linden, Portland,
Ore., was electetl vice president and
Oakland, Cal., was selected aa the
next meeting place.
Enamored of his stepdaughter, Miss
twenty-one- ,
Hattie l
Edward Lawrence, thirty-fouof La Moure, N. D.,
shot and killed her as she lay In her
bed. Bullets sent after his fleeing
wife did not take effect. Lawrence
then attempted to take his own life,
but only blew out both his eyes.
A Chinese gunman shot and probably fatally wounded Long Kong, a
Chinese merchant. Long Is an important witness for the government
In the vans of the American-borChinese, Frank Tape, former United
Btatea immigration interpreter, who
Is held under bond of $10,000 on
charges of bribery In connection with
the smuggling of Chinese into the
country.
r,

WASHINGTON-

-

cotton crop is a failure be

The steamship linca Dl Geneva
sailed from Geno for New York with
300 passengers,
for the most part
,
Americans.
"Treat the German wounded the
same as our own," said President
Polncsrs during a recent visit to the
hospital at Bordeaux.
Capt Benjamin Watklua, Second Infantry, was found dead at the target
range at Fort Shatter, near Honolulu,
T. H. Indications were that be had
shot himself.
Tt Is reported from Berlin that
the
kaiser and the crown prince have
quarrelled because the ruler has told
his son frankly that the campaign In
France has been a fiasco.
The American barkentlne, 8. N
Castle of San Francisco, arrived at
Honolulu, carrying German
refugees
from the French colony of Papeete,
who were deported by order of the
French governor.
The Chilean minister of finance In a
statement announced that although
tht, country was experiencing financial
difficulties owing to the European war,
the government would not Increase the
issue of paper currency.
The proposition of Instituting a distinctive form of mourning to be worn
by the relatives or British soldiers sari
sailors killed in the war has attracted
much attention. Several titled women have Interested themselves In the
subject, but the form which the
mourning should take is still undecided.
A Scotch woman, who has returned
to Edinburgh, Scotland, from Germany, where she has been staying with
friends at Essen, relates that work la
going on at ths Krupp gun factory
feverishly day and night. The gun
and ammnnitlon departments
alone

are being operated, bnt these keep
46,000 men constantly employed.
SPORT.
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Final arrangements for the sale of
tickets to the
baseball game, to be played Monday,
Oct. 5, at Broadway park in Denver
for the benefit of the Colorado branch
of the American Red Cross Society,
were made by the woman's committee of the society, In charge of Mrs.
Horace Bennett. '
While searching parties were engaged In a quest of Silas Chrlstoffer-son- ,
the aviator. Lieutenant Morrow
of the government aviation school at
San Diego and their mechanician, who
disappeared while attempting a flight
from 8 an Diego to Los Angeles, the
airship party were safe in bed in a
hotel In Los Angeles.
At Topeka, Kan., the Bears won
their last game of the season with
ease, but were almost as badly beaten
In tbe next to last contest. The lowly
Kaws, with southpaw Deshner pitching
In baffling style, took the first game
of Sunday's doubleheader, g to 2 The
second went to Denver on hard hitting and Topeka's errors, 11 to 8.
With his big White racer eating up
regularity at
distance with clock-lik- e
clip, Harold Brinker
a
captured both the
and
automobile events at Overland park In
Denver and brought the most successful motor racing aeries In Denver's
history to a close. Seven thousand
persons saw the contests, which composed the second and closing day of
the auto show program, arranged by
the Denvor Motor Club.
Denver-Indlanapol-

e

Rear Admiral Herbert Winslow, O.
retired, died at Floren:e, Italy,
according to a consular dispatch.
GENERAL.
Enactment of the war revenue bill
t
legislaand completion of
The steamer Duca d'Aosta arrived
tion will be undertaken by Congress at New York from Mediterranean
this week.
ports, bringing 144 cabin passengers
A license to operate the wireless and 188 steerage psssengers. Most of
station at Sayvllle, L. 1. as a "limited the cabin passengers were Americans.
public service station" was issued by
youugest
Roosevelt's
Theodore
the Department of Commerce.
daughter, Ethel, wife of Dr. Richard
The National Park bank of New Derby, will nurse the wounded in tbe
York agreed to take caro of a $1,100,-00hospitals of Paris and her husband
loan to the statu of Tennessee, ac- will be a surgeon In the French city.
cording to an announcement by SecreAt Houghton, Mich., the trial of
tary McAdoo.
John Hubta and three others, charged
Telegraphic reporta from State De- with the murder of Thomas Dally and
partment agents throughout Europe Henry and Arthur Jane last year, was
Indicated that there haa been general transferred to Marquette county by orImprovement in financial, commercial der of Judge Cooper.
and industrial conditions In the war
Theodore Roosevelt concluded
sone.
tour of Indiana at Indihis one-daAn exhaustiva investigation of' the anapolis with an address that was
Standard Oil Company is proposed aa devoted largely to advocating the
upon tbe election of Albert J. Beverldge, the
the flAt duty to be Imposed
States Senator for Indiana.
newly crea'.ed federal ' trade commis
sion In a resolution It oduced by sen- The annual convention of the state
ator Gore of Oklahor
branch of the American Federation of
Tales of mistreat m t of Red Cross Labor before adjournment at Boston
nurses on European attleflelds are defeated resolution providing for the
according to formalins of a slate Labor party,
grossly exaggerated
George F. Porter of Chicago, now in which would nominate candidates for
London, who wrote to the American all elective offices In the state, city
Red Croas at Washington, under data and town elections. A resolution opposing nation-wid- e
prohibition was
of Sept. 17, of his peraonal investigaadopted.
tion of reporta he had heard.
An order permitting Attorney Genin
Housewives and business men
many cities who have been accustomed eral James A. Parsons to begin an
to receiving their mall from obliging action to vacate ths charter and ancarriers at rear and side doors, now nul the corporate existence of the InSociety was
must arrange to have postmen call ternational Sunshine
Instructions granted by Supreme Court Justice
only at front entrances
Rudd of New York.
to this effect were mailed to postPolice reserves were called out in
masters, to become operative In two
New York to disperso several hunmonths.
men aboard dred angry depositors of the defunct
lour officers and f.fty-atwho
the revenue cutter Tahoma, hn she bank of M. and L. Jsrmulowsky,
went ashore on the western Aleutian stormed the home of Mayer Jarmul-owsky- ,
a member of the firm, and
Islands wore picked up by the 8teaaer
Cordova and survey ship Patterson, teat him badly before he escaped to
an automobile.
Mar Agattu Island.
fl. N
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GEtf. FRENCH TELLS HOW BRITONS
HAVE
Iondc

FACED GIANT GERMAN GUNS

ifflctal
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Job
British operations

In

France

Ths

"The enemy Is still maintaining himself along the whole front and In order
to do so Is throwing Into the fight detachments composed of units from tbe
different formations, the active army,
reserve, and landwehr, as Is shown by
the uniforms of the prisoners recently
captured.
"Our progress, although slow on account of the strength of the defensive
position against which we are pressing,
baa In certain directions been continuous, but the present battle msy well
last for some days more before a decision Is reached, since It now approximates nearly to siege warfare.
"The Germans are making use of
searchlights. This fort, coupled with
their great strength In heavy artillery,
lead to the supposition that they are
employing material which may have
been collected for the siege of Paris.
Confident of the Result.
"The nsture of the ccneral .luxation
ifir
s operations of the eighteenth.
nineteenth snd twentieth, cannot be
better summarized than as expressed
recently In a neighboring French commander to his corps: 'Having repulsed
repeated and violent counter attacks
made by the enemy, we have a feeling
that we have been victorious.'
"So far as the British are concerned,
the course of events during these three
dsys can be described in a tew words.
During Friday, eighteenth, artillery
fire was kept up Intermittently by both
sides during dsyllght. At night the
Germans counter-attackecertain portions of our line, supporting the advance of their Infantry as always by
a heavy bombardment. But the strokes
were' not delivered with great vigor
and ceased about 2 a. m. During the
day's fighting an aircraft gun of tbe
Third army corps succeeded In bringing duwn a German aeroplane.
"News was received also that a body
of French cavalry had demolished part
of the railway to the north, cutting, at
least temporarily, one line of communication which is of particular importance to the enemy.
Germán Attack Stopped.
"On Saturday, the nineteenth, the
bombardment was resumed by the Germans at an early hour and continued
Intermittently under reply from our
guns. Some of their Infantry advanced
from cover, apparentlxjwith the intention of attacking, but on coming under
flro they retired. Otherwise tbe day
was uneventful, except for the activity
of the artillery, which is a matter of
normal routine rather than an event.
"Another hostile aeroplane was
brought down by us, and one of our
aviators succeeded In dropping several
bombs over tbe German line, one incendiary bomb falling with considerable effect on a transport park uear
La Fere.
"A burled store of the enemy's
ammunitions of war also was found not
far from the Aisne, ten wagon loads
of live shells and two wagons of cable
being dug up. Traces were discovered
of large quantities of stores having
been burned all tending to show that
as far back as the Alsne the German
retirement was hurried.
"There was a strong wind during
tho day, accompanied by a driving
rain. This militated against tire aerial
reconnaissance.
Several German Attacks Fail.
"On Sunday, tho twentieth, nothing
of Importance occurred until the afternoon, when there was a break in the
clouds and an Interval of feeble sunshine, which wss hardly powerful
enough to warm the soaking troops.
!TIe Germans took advantage of this
nlrlef spell of One weather to make
several attacks against different points.
These were all repulsed with loss to
the enemy, but the casualties Incurred
by us were by no means light.
"In one section of our firing line the
occupsnts of the trenches were uader
the Impression that they heard a military band lu the enemy's line just before the attack developed. It Is now
infantry
known that the German
started their advance with bunds play-lng- .
"The offensive against one or two
points was renewed at dusk, with no
greater success. The brunt of the resistance naturally has fallen on tire
In spite of the fact that they
have been drenched to the skin for
some days and their trenches have
been deep in mud water, and In spite
of the incessant night alarms and tbe
almost continuous bombardment to
which they have been subjected, they
have on every occasion been ready for
the enemy's Infantry when the latter
attempted to assault, aud they have
beaten them back with great loss. Indeed, the sight of troops coming up has
been a positive relief after long, trying
hours of Inaction under shell fire.
German Cannon Firs Falls.
of artillery the Germans employ Is
to beat down tbe resistance of their
en ecu y by concentrated and prolonged
Are to shatter their nerve with high
explosives before the Infantry attack
Is launched. They seem to hare
on doing this with us, but they
bsve not dono so, though It has taken
tbem several costly experiments to
discover this faot.
"From statements of prisoners it appears that they have been greatly disappointed by the moral effect producid by their bsavygiius, which, despite ths actual losses Inflicted, bss
not been at kit aosemensursts with the
re-lis-

The Popular
Mexican Dish

Oeorge White hss produced by selective breeding, the shortest legged
chicken in existence after ten years
of effort, during which ha crossed and
recrossed breeds. The result la s
big white fowl that continually seems
to be sitting, the Impression being due
solely to the shortness of Its legs. When
It walks It waddles like a duck.
The advantage, says White, Is that
the newly "Invented" type of chicken
Is not a roamer and not a scratcher.
It canont go very far and has not
enough of a reach to scratch. The result Is that It lives a quiet, peaceful existence, never roosts on a neighbor's fence, and is a busy layer.- Baton (O.) dispatch to the New York

As DeBctou. as H is ssede ha OH Mssdesi

Chili

colossal expenditure of ammunition
which has been wasted.
"By this It Is not Implied that their
ssr
Tils sjllisjt aXCCCsstfwl
artillery fire Is not good. It Is more
I isitilaatiew of tho world's
than good -- It Is excellent. But ths
mr
two best foods
British soldier Is a difficult person to
beans. Made fresa the
Impress or depress, sven by Immense
rVill Panoers, Mexican CUB
shells fillod with s high explosive,
lsrlsarl msftfsta. sr"srwwfjr ft
si ml
Rtn
which detonate with terrific violence
the native recipe, and lis geest Jest the
thing when you want nnsthleg atoa and
and form craters Urge enough to set
spicy. Try this! Heat a can of Libby'a
as graves for five horses.
World.
Chili Con Cerne in boiling water (accord,
Scoff st German Shells.
lng to direction
on label) serve esj
"The Germen howltser shells are
square of toast or with
from eight to nine inches in caliber,
Quesrlng His Act.
nee or
and on Impact they send up columns
The Hooking Agent I can give you
greasy
of
black smoke.
On sccount a spilt week st the Morpheus theater. Übby.MefflevLíMrj
of this they are Irreverently dubbed
Chicago
The Monologue Artist I can't work
'coal boxes,' 'black Marias,' or 'Jack at that show shop. My whole act deJohnson' by the soldiers.
pends on a line where I aak the or"Men who take things In this spirit chestra leader If he's a married man,
are. It seems, likely to throw out the and they've got a lady orchestrs.
calenlstlrns based on loss of morale Puck.
so carefully framed by the German
military philosophers.
.
"A considerable amount of Information hoR been gleaned from prisoners.
It has been gsthered that our bombardment on the fifteenth produced a
great Impression. The opinion also Is
reported thit our infantry makes such
good tme of ths ground that the GerFor Rifles, Revolvers and Pistols
man companies are decimated by our
rifle firo before the soldier can be
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seen.
"From an official diary captured by
the First army corps It appears that
one of the German corps contains an
extraordinary mixture of units. If the
composition of the other corps Is similar It may be assumed that the present eflli ency of the enemy's forces la
In no way comparable with what It
was when the war commenced.
Germans Loss Msny Officers.
"The losses In officers ere noted as
having been especially severe. A brigade Is stated to be commanded by a
major; some companies of foot gusrde
by
volunteers, while after the
battle of Montmlrall one regiment lost
fifty-fiv- e
out of sixty officers.
"The prisoners recently captured ap
predate the fact that the march on
Paris has failed, and that their forres
are retreating, but state that the oh
Ject of this movement is explained
by the officers aa being to withdraw
Into closer touch with the supports
which have stayed too far in the rear.
"The officers are also endeavoring
to encourage the troops by telling
them that they will be at home by
Christmas. A large number of the
men believe that they are beaten.
"Among the items of news sre the
following
Recently a pilot and oh
server of the Royal Flying corps were
forced by a breakage In their aeroplane to descend In the enemy's lines.
Th pilot managed to pancake his
down to earth and the two escaped into some thick undergrowth In
the woods.
"The enemy came up and seized and
smashed the machine, but did not
search for our men with much seal.
The latter lay hid till dark and then
found their way to the Alsne. across
which thsy swam, reaching camp In
safety but barefooted.
"Numerous floating bridges have by
now been thrown across the Alsne and
some of the permanent bridges have
been repaired under Are. On the
twentieth Lieutenant (name deleted)
of Third signal corps, Royal Engineers,
was unfortunately drowned while attempting to swim across the river
with a cabio in order to open up fresh
telegraph communication on the north.
Telephone Aid to Spies.
"Espionage is still carried on by the
enemy to a considerable extent. Recently tbe suspicions of some of the
French troops were aroused by com-lnacross a farm from whjch the
horses had been removed. After some
search they discovered a telephone
which was connected by an underground cable with the German Unes,
ami ths owner of the farm paid the
penalty in the usual way lu war for
his treachery.
"After some cases of village fighting, which occurred earlier In the war.
It was reported by some of our officers that the Germans had attempted
to approach to close quarters by forcing prisoners to march In front of
them. The Germans have recently repeated the same trick on a larger
scale against the French, as Is shown
by the copy of an order Issued by the
French officials. It Is therein referred
to as a rase, but if that term can be
accepted It Is a distinctly Illegal ruse.
Charges Tricks to Germsns.
" During a recent night attack,' the
order reads, 'the Germans drove a column of French prisoners In front of
them. This action is to bs brought to
the notice of all our troops, (1) in
order to put them on their guard
against such a dastsrdly ruse, () in
order that every soldier may know
how tbe Oermane treat their prison-e.-s- .
Our troops must not forget that
if they allow themselves to be taken
prisoners ths Germsns will not fall
to expose them to French bullets.' "
"Further evidence has now been collected of tbe misuse of the wblts flag
and other signs of surrender.
"During recent fighting, siso, German ambulance wagons advanced in
order to collect the wounded. An order to cssse fire wss consequently given to our guns, which were firing on
this particular section of ground. The
tierraan battery commanders at once
took advantage of the lull in the sellos to climb up their observation ladders and on to a haystack to locate
our guns, which sooñ sftsrwards
cams under a far more accurate firs
than any to which thsy bad been sub
jsctsd sp to that time."
one-yea-
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Winchester cartridges in all
calibers from .22 to .50, shoot
where you aim when the trigger
is pulled. They are always
accurate, reliable and uniform.
Shoot them and You'll Shoot Well.

ffflfcfm

Always Buy Winchester Make.
THE RED

Content to Remain in Scotland.
middle-clasAn extremely
Londoner, visiting Scotland for
the first time In his life, volunteered
to a. kindly btlt sharp old Highlander
that no Englishman could ever find
Scotland anything but a place to leave
and that rapidly.
"I'm nao so sure o' that," returned
the old man, dryly. "I'll tak' ye to a
place no' far frea 8Urllng, whaur
thetty thousand o' yer countrymen ha'
been content for five hundred year,
and they're nae tboeht o' leavln' yet!"
"What Is the place?" bellowed the
Londoner.
"Bannockburn!" snapped the Scot,
waving his hand In the direction of
s

the battlefield.

Getting Down to Business.
"Are you as perfect physically
you fee in to be?" be asked.

'

How He Forgave McNab.
A Scotchman on his deathbed was
reminded by the attending minister
that the hour of death Is an hour for
a time
the banishing of all

tor universal forgiveness.

He wbb a McQregor, and his feud
with the McNaba had been notable. So

tbe clergyman, with the family's perand assistance, summoned
the head of clan McNab to the dying

mission

McGregor's

bedside.
'.'I forgive ye, McNab," whispered the
expiring man, "wr all my heart but
may my curse rest on my son forever
If

MANO

he ever does!"

as

"Certainly," she replied.
"Has there ever been any Insanity
In your family?"
"Never."
"Have you a depraved taste of auy
kind?"
"Certainly not."
"Are your teeth In good condition
and do you see and hear perfectly?"
"Yes."

"Are you ever bothered by insomnia
or headache or indigestion?"
"Not at all."
"Thank heaven. Now let's make
love a little while." Chicago Herald.
The wise man does his duty and lets
the other fellow do tin explaining.

One Way to Lengthen Life!
Into Is life, when the organs begin to
weaken, tbe hard working kidney, ofua
tire out first.
Falling eyesight, stiff, achy Joints,
rheuiiiatio pain, lame back and dlittrtnw-inurination are often due only to weak

kidney.
Prevention la the beet cure and at middle age any sign of kidney weakness should
have prompt attoulion.
Dean's Kidney Pilla have made life
mor comfortable for thousand of old
folks. It la tbe best reeounueudod special
kidney remedy.

A Colorado Case

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle ol
CASTOBIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infanta and children, and see that it
Hears the
Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoris
The Eggs Weren't Invalids.
"Eggs for invalids," read a sign at
a certain shop.
"What Is there unusual about those
eggs?" asked a curious observer.
"Why, them eggs Is an absolute
novelty,'' Bald the dealer, briskly, adding In awed tones: "Them eggs Is

X
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Don't Persecute

Your Bowels
Cut out cathartic

Pa Gets Peevish.
"Pa, what's a gondola?"
"That's s Venetian boat, son."
"And what's a gondolier?"
"That's a Venetian boatman."
"Is a bandolier a Venetian bandsman, pa?"
"Not another word, Willie!"

the laundress.
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LIVER

PILLS

axsssT.
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Purely vegetable. Act BBBBBBBBBBI
iir
gently on tbe liver,
BBSSSBSaSltHK I KJ
eliminate bile, and , BSSSBBZSSSVI m I T T I
wool be I be delicate.
nirmLruiieoIthe
bowel. Car mA
PILL.
i MssreaMtj
lllioeia.M.

I

He.

lb. n lulifMII,
nlllii.n kaaw.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

Adv.

It never rains but somebody forgets
his umbrella.
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Be happy. Use Red Cross Bag Blue;
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LOCAL AND PERSONAL

Have Dr. Locke do yo
(
5 to 10.
Dr. Masten.

work October

il
h

Mrs. M. G. Chase is spending a
iew days at the (air in Raton this
week.

Hlail

Meal!
Weber's

SUPPLY

The last of the September mom
the present year appeared on
the calendar yesterday.
for

1

COMPANY

O. I", Maikin will leave the last
Chas. Lodge came over from
of the week for Santa Fe, where he
Dawson, Sunday to spend the dny
will serve on the federal inrv. (MM
with friends.

Weber's Bakery
Baker'

NEWS ITEMS

Geo. Webster, jr., departed on
Swastika coal, the most beat for Tuesday for Raton where he will
vour money, sold by J. W.
attend to business a few days.

Goods and

Confectioners

i

WE SELL

At the Antlers Hotel first class
Mrs. Z. A. Curtis is spending a
beds 50c, and rooms fur light
few days in the county seat as the
housepeeping.
guest of her son.

All Kinds oí Farming Implement

Mrs- - - - HU deputed
C. A. Wbited of Ratonftsa
for her 0,d
nesdav
first
visitor in Cimarron the
wnere
na
she w'" spend the win
week.
the
C-

Wed-spci-

S-

Wagons
Buggies

ter.

Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.
Mrs. Stanley Chase and Mrs. O.
F. Harbert are Fair visitors in Raton this week.

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Beát Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Next Job

Your

F. L. Brooks autoed to Spring-ingeFriday where he transacted
business a few hours.

Harness and Saddles
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Palmes returned Wednesday from a visit
with friends and relatives in Chi-cor- a

Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

and other Mississippi points.
Have Dr. Locke do your dental
work October 5 to 10. Office with
Dr. Masten.

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

r,

Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Bass and
son Hugh, and the former's sister,
Miss Florence Bass, departed on
Dental work that will please you Tuesday (or Campbellsville, Ky.,
Dr. for a month's visit.
at a price you can pay.
Locke's next visit October 5 to
10th.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rohr and
daughter Lena, and Mr. and Mrs.
T. A. Schomburg of Denver, Robertson came down from Raton,
Colo ., was a business visitor in Sunday and spent the day with C.
this city the latter part of the ' M. Rohr and wife.
week , looking after his interests
in the Continental Tie and Lum- Martin Buckovc came down from
ber Co.
the Moreno Valley, Tuesday
to Raton where he is preparing his exhibit of farm products
for the fair.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
Siandaid rfncandfictni

Oil

amf of the
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The News is working for you and
the community every week. What
n
are YOU, not the other fellow,
do-in-

for it

f
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as Electric,

Good-a-Lig- ht
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Uses Less Oil

Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
Ellis, Sr. left Thnrsday
for Tucson and
Phoenix, Ariz.,
woere he will spend some time
looking over the country between
those poipts and the pacific coast.

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Aug. Wille one of the success-(til- l
(armers on the French tract
was business visitor in Cimarron
the latter part of last week. He
brought in a load of wheat which
he disposed here.

Job Printing at the News

Mr.

$1000 A DAY
Your company pays One Thousand Dollars a day taxes

Not only

in

at the right prices
Fresh

Remember your friends and send
them pest card views of the Cimarron Canon. Sold at the leading
atores at 2 for 5 cents.

FISH

September but every day in the year

Last year the total amount o( our taxes was f386.664.00
The Bell System has paid over Eleven Million Dollars tor taxes in the last twelve
s
months
This money all goes for the support

of the

City, County and State

It goes to keep up the Schools, Highways and Public Buildings
Every dollar

Wanted to buy one thousand
pounds of good oats and one ten
of nice bright alialfa baled. Will
pay cash. Levi Mann, red house
south of depot.

of

it goes for the people's

Who would pay these taxes

if

bent-ti-

t

the Government owned the Telephone System

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
'The

Difieretit"

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Atkins departed Wednesday for Huntington,
W. Va., after having spent the
summer at the H. R. Mills home.
Mr. Atkins will return soon to
spend the winter here.
Next Sunday, October 4, is the
National Prayer Day, as set fortb
in the presidential proclamation.
The object of this day of prayer is
tfi aak for Divine blessing to stop
the war in Europe and lor continuation of peace in the U. S. A.
Not a few tourists are passing
through Cimarron each day and
especially was the traffic heavy the
first of the week westward toward
Taos to participate in the
ties of tbe San Gerónimo
which was held yesterday.
I

IX-

-

OYSTERS
Pork
Ham

Beef

Lamb

Bacon

Salt Pork

The Host Complete Stock of Pruits in the City
Freah Eggs, Fancy Crystal Creamery Butter

Cimarron Meat Market

